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Plus/minus grading preferred in poll
by Kathy Urban
and Karen Reynolds
staff writers
A majority of approximately
100 students polled by The Tiger
are in favor of the plus/minus
grading system. One hundred
and four students participated in
the random telephone poll, which
consisted of four questions. The
questions and results are as
shown.
The plus/minus grading
system would allow for 12 different grading levels as opposed
to the current five. Each plus or
minus would raise or lower, respectively, the current grade
point assignment by one-third of
a point. For example, a B would
be worth 3.0 grade points; a B +
would be worth 3.3 grade points;
and a B—, 2.7 grade points.

I

The Faculty Senate
The plus/minus grading
system was passed by the Faculty
Senate at its Nov. 15 meeting.
The plan was then forwarded to
the Commission on Undergraduate Studies who returned it to
the Faculty Senate for further in-

Yes
57.6%

No
23.1%
vestigation, according to Larry
Bauer, chairman of the Faculty
Senate Scholastic Policies Compmittee.
The committee is now preparing to distribute a survey to all
faculty members asking for their
input, Bauer said. It is also investigating other grading policies used in the conference.

Appeal process
not underway
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
Amid questions surrounding a
possible appeal to ACC probation imposed on the Clemson
football program last November,
University President Bill Atchley
said in a release Wednesday
afternoon that the university has
no "immediate plans" to request
a reduction in the conference
penalties.
"We don't have any immediate
plans to file an appeal with the
ACC," Atchley said, "and actually
we don't at this time have a
definite date in mind for such an
appeal."
The short, three-paragraph
statement came in response to
continued concern over the
university's plans to appeal conference penalties for recruiting
violations that would prevent the
football team from participating
in a bowl until 1985 and would
deprive the university of conference television revenues until
1985.
Faculty representatives to the
ACC from around the conference
were contacted, and all said that
mention of a possible from Clemson
had not been made.
"(An appeal) hasn't been
discussed because they haven't
brought (an appeal) up," William
Sangster, faculty representative

Do you approve of the
plus/minus grading
system?

from Georgia Tech, said. "We
couldn't discuss it until we saw
on what grounds they were appealing."
Atchley said in his statement
that Clemson has taken "major
steps" in response to the probation.
"We've put the problems that
led to probation behind us,"
Atchley said. "We've tightened
up on our monitoring procedures.
We've streamlined the Athletic
Department. We've taken some
major steps like restructuring
the Athletic Council and using it
more effectively."
The Clemson football program
was placed on both NCAA and
ACC probation in November of
1982 for some 70 violations of
NCAA bylaws—with most of the
violations involving illegal
recruiting practices.
The NCAA's penalties pre
vented Clemson from participat
ing in a post-season bowl game
until the 1984 season and from
appearing on television until
1985.
But the ACC—feeling that
something "needed to be done"
with the Clemson athletic department—exercised its right to
place a member institution on
probation and added an additional year of penalites to the
NCAA's.

region, and nation.
"If the response to the survey
is favorable (for the grading
system), then it will most likely
be presented to the Senate again
in late spring," Bauer said.
Student Senate
Student Senate plans to vote
on the plus/minus issue at its

next meeting, according to Senate
President Oran Smith. The Student Senate Academic Affairs
Committee will first present a
report on the system.
"The report will probably be
a comparison of the pros and
cons of the plus/minus system,"
according to Smith. Senators
have been asked to poll five of

their constituents, he said.
Last year, the Student Senate
defeated the proposal of a plus
system.
Faculty views
Bauer is in favor of the proposed
system because he feels it provides for more accuracy in grading and rewards students for
what they do.
He also said it would give the
student more incentive to strive
for that extra one-third of a grade
point. He pointed out that in a
three-hour course a student could
gain one grade point.
Assistant Professor of Political
Science Stephen Wainscott's opinion has changed from one of
"staunch opposition" to that of
"cautious acceptance."
According to Wainscott, the
plus/minus grading system
would result in fewer A's and
fewer F's. "I think it would make
the 4.0 over four years extinct,"
he said.
"Professors would probably be
more reluctant to extend the
benefit of the doubt under the
see Poll, page 11

Vice President appointed
by Pam Sheppard
news editor
Donald Elam has recently been
appointed to the new role of vice
president for institutional advancement, according to University President Bill Atchley.
Elam will be in charge of fund
raising and development, alumni
relations, and university relations. "We're proud to have such
a fine and outstanding individual
to join our family," Atchley said,
"and we're looking forward to
having him and his staff."
The former associate vice
president for development and
university relations at the
University of Georgia, Elam was
over the development office,
which won the 1981 Council for
the Advancement and Support of

Education/U.S. Steele Foundation Award for sustained alumni
giving to the alumni fund. The
alumni, in one period, donated
$17.6 million
Elam also launched a $50
million Bicentennial Fund campaign and established a
Presidents Club with 900 members, who have made gifts of
$10,000 or more.
"These areas have never been
more important to Clemson than
they are right now," Atchley
said, "and we are extremely
fortunate to have someone of
Dr. Elam's caliber and broad
experience coming on board to
guide our development programs."
Elam is a native of Birmingham, Ala., and graduated from
the University of Tennessee in
see Executive, page 8

Donald Elam

Kidnapper pleads guilty
by Lisa McClain
staff writer
Michael Biggs pleaded guilty
in Decmeber of 1983 to an attempted kidnapping near R-l
parking lot, according to Thea
McCrary, university investigator.
Biggs stated, according to
McCrary, that in February of
1982 he had come to Clemson "to
meet girls" when he spotted the
victim parking her car and then
walking back to her dorm room.
He asked her if she would like a
ride. However, once she got into
his jeep, he started traveling in
the wrong direction, McCrary

said. When he noticed the victim
was trying to get out of the vehicle, he increased the jeep's speed.
According to the victim's
statement, she jumped out of the
vehicle, and two varsity football
players—one of whom she remembered as former Tiger tackle Lee
Nanney—riding in the vehicle
behind the jeep took her to the
police station.
Biggs was not apprehended until August 31 of last year. He was
stopped by Anderson police, who
had been working with the Clemson
Police on the case, and charged
with driving under suspicion. In
December he pleaded guilty to
attempted kidnapping and was

sentenced to 18 months in jail.
In another unsolved case,
William Robert Pearson was arrested in December, clearing 12
police cases of auto breaking, according to McCrary.
A number of complaints were
received by police during exam
week concerning fireworks and
excessive noise in the Fraternity
Quad. The matter has been turned
over to the Housing Office for
further consideration.
In other fraternity news,
Wayne Crawford Loper was arrested Jan. 17 for breach of trust.
The Alpha Tau Omega treasurer
has been charged with taking an
see Arrest, page 15
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Interim report due
Student Senate tackles powers,
for Faculty Senate
grading and block seating
by Jan Jordan
managing editor
and Mark Mongelluzzo
staff writer
Student Government, in its
Jan. 9 and Jan. 16 meetings dealt
primarily with the separation of
powers bill. The bill, which called
for a complete separation of the
judicial, executive, and legislative branches had been passed at
the Nov. 29 meeting.
According to Curtis Sims of
the Judiciary Committee, the bill
would allow an equal balance between Senate President Oran
Smith, Student Body President
David Stalnaker, and Attorney
General Debbie Monteith. Before
the bill Sims said, Stalnaker was
considered the highest authority.
The Student Handbook allows
for the attorney general and the
senate president to be members
of the president's cabinet. All
members are responsible to the
president.
There was also controversy as
to whether Stalnaker had replied
to the bill within the 15-day limit.
The wording in the handbook
could be interpreted to mean 15
working days instead of the
literal 15 days.
At its meeting on Jan. 9, the
rules were suspended so
Monteith, Stalnaker, and Public
Relations Committee Chairman
Sammy demons could speak on
the bill.
Monteith, stating that she was

against the bill, said, "I think the job, it just left things as they
bill will lead to something later were before the bill," Smith said.
on that will hinder the judicial "With senate president, it was
just a matter of semantics. It
system."
She also expressed concern may clarify some points to the
that her responsibilities as at- university as a whole."
The senate will vote next week
torney general were misunderto
decide if the original, unstood. "I decide which cases are
to be heard, assign legal ad- amended bill will be sent to the
visors, send out suboenas, work Supreme Court to test the validity
with the administration, and of Stalnaker's veto.
In other senate business,
make sure research is done," she
said. "I do not make judicial deci- Ronald Knight of the Academic
Affairs Committee announced
sions."
that the resolution concerning
Stalnaker, in his speech announced that he had vetoed the plus/minus grading will be
legislation on Dec. 2. "There brought out next week. The
seems to be some technical prob- senators were urged to explain
lems and political problems with the new grading system to at
least five of their constituents
the bill," he said. "This bill will
make it harder to communicate, and ask if they are in favor of the
new svstem.
;
and it doesn't help students."
Concerning athletic affairs,
demons asked the senators to
Chip McElhatten read a resoluview the issue from a public relation entitled "Blocking for
tions standpoint. "My interest is
Spirit." This deals with blockin how the senate looks as a
seating at home basketball
group," he said. "We don't need
to bicker about something that games.
In the vice president's report
doesn't aid our goal—service to
Jim Cuttino read a bill to extend
students."
shuttle service to university
No action was taken on the bill
housing in the Littlejohn apartat the Jan. 9 meeting, and no
other legislation was presented. ments. "The shuttle passes
The complete separation of within quarter of a mile of the
powers bill was amended at the apartments, said Castro. The bill
Jan. 16 senate meeting. "The passed unanimously.
Four new senators were also
amendment would have the secappointed:
Melinda Brown,
tion concerning the attorney
Johnstone A; Allan Wertz,
general deleted," Laura
Mauldin; Lisa Stanley, EducaSergeant, an off-campus senator,
tion; and Lee Anne Harrelson,
said.
"With the attorney general's Manning Hall.

was to prevent the bill from being killed, as it had been tabled
at a past meeting. The senate
An interim report on the pro- referred the bill to the traffic
posed plus/minus grading and parking committee in order
system should be presented to to obtain more information on
landscaping and engineering.
the Faculty Senate at the Feb. 6 The bill should be reintroduced
meeting, according to senate
president Holly Ulbrich. The at the February senate meeting.
Senators expressed concern
results of a faculty survey
should be available by the about payroll deductions in the
name of the Alumni Loyalty
March meeting.
"The scholastic policy com- Scholarship fund. According to
mittee is trying to pinpoint the Ulbrich, legislation is being
advantages and disadvantages looked at to decrease the deducof the system," said Ulbrich. tible to under $5. It was also
She expressed concern that motioned the scholarship be
although the system does allow renamed to reflect faculty infor the discrimination of volvement.
No action was taken on the
grades, it might also give inselection
process for Alumni
structors "too many choices."
"What the psychological Professors. However, it should
studies are showing us is that if be part of the February meeting.
Ulbrich also said that the
we give instructors too many
senate
is looking at legislation
choices, they tend to clump
concerning
the managing and
toward the middle in grading."
She also said that even if the selling of university-owned
system were implemented, it lands.
Another interim report that
would not mean the instructor
will
be presented to the senate
would necessarily give plus and
at the Feb. 6 meeting concerns
minus grades.
The Jan. 16 senate meeting faculty evaluations. The comproduced little legislation, ac- mittee on faculty affairs will
cording to Ulbrich. The senate present its report on evalualooked at payroll deductions for tions concerning options other
the Alumni Loyalty scholar- than students' evaluations.
The evaluations would be
ship, Alumni professor selection,'property management, and used for tenuring and professional status. Ulbrich said that
parking on Bowman field.
According to Ulbrich, the at the present, "there is little
legislation concerning Bowman documentative proof available
field is a motion pending. This on a professor's performance."
by Kavin Taylor
editor in chief
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Physical Plant improves air, protects trees
by Kisha Warr
staff writer
A sidestream baghouse and
protectors for the trees—few
would have guessed it, but Clemson's Physical Plant has been in
the process of several such projects recently for the betterment
of the university.

photo by Rob Biggerstaff

Physical Plant workers attempt to solve the number-four boiler problem by building a baghouse.

Baghouse
Approximately 18 months ago,
according to Physical Plant
Director Walter Stone, the university was notified by the South
Carolina Department of Health
and Environmental Protection
that the number-four boiler of the
plant's central energy facilities
on Klugh Avenue did not meet
the clean air regulations. The particulate discharge—dust and
soot—coining from the smokestack was above the lawful pollution control limits.
The baghouse, which cost $750
thousand, is simply a project to
correct the problem, Stone said,
and to help everyone, including
the Physical Plant itself, breathe
easier.
"The baghouse is exactly what

the name implies," Stone said.
"It works very much like a
vacuum cleaner bag by tapping
into the boiler's gas stream and
filtering out the particles."
Tree protectors
On east campus the Physical
Plant is overseeing the development of Calhoun Court's Phase
II, according to Stone. By the fall
of 1985, the university will have
the addition of 64 new student
apartments if construction, continues on schedule.
The trees between Highway 93
and Thornhill Village Apartments are surrounded by wooden
fences for protection from the
heavy construction equipment,
"especially the large pecan ones,"
ones," Stone said, "which have
very shallow roots."
The Physical Plant's involvement in the Calhoun Courts project is to supervise the architecture and construction of the complex, according to Stone.
Another major project the
Physical Plant will be involved in
this semester is the design and
construction of the new chemistry building behind Sirrine.

Housing, dining experience decline in use
by Jan Jordan
managing editor
and Bob Adams
staff writer
Although the prices remained stable,
housing and dining services saw a
decrease in student participation.
However, Director of Housing Almeda
Boettner and ARA Food Services Director David DeFratus said the decline is
normal for the spring semester.
Housing
Due to overcrowding of the almost 7000
university housing spaces available, some

students lived in temporary housing this
fall. "Now the placement situation with
both the men's and women's areas is in
good shape," Boettner said. "It may seem
that we are more crowded than we are
because some women chose to stay in
study rooms and utility rooms. No men
are in temporary housing."
For the upcoming demand, construction
is underway on a 256-bed addition to
Calhoun Courts Apartments. The projected completion date is April 1985 and
should be ready for fall occupancy,
according to Boettner. The university will
actually lose space for a dozen students
because the lease for Village Green Apart-

ments, which holds 268 students, expires
in August 1985, she said.
Perhaps one reason for the decrease in
students' use of university housing is the
rise in condominiums. "I really don't
think we will know how they have affected us until after March 7, when room
reservations begin being placed," she
said. "At that point, I think we can compare with that and what we have had in
the past."
Dining
The number of students using one of
the three meal plans decreased by 732
from the fall semester; however, university

Natatorium named for ex-coach
by Maria Brock
and Ellen Perry
staff writers
Last Saturday, Jan. 14, at 12:50 p.m.^ a
special person was recognized for his hard
work and dedication to Clemson University—the swimming facility at Fike
Recreation Center was named in honor of
Carl McHugh.
Carl McHugh was the head swim coach
at Clemson for 28 years until his retirement in 1976. He had the opportunity to
coach in the Fike natatorium only one
year. Previous to that, the practices were
held in a smaller facility in the basement
of the YMCA on campus.
McHugh, a Clemson alumnus, swam for
the Tigers from 1933 to 1936, and was cocaptain of the team his senior year. He
also played football his freshman year.
McHugh not only was talented in
athletics, but he also served as a professor
of engineering graphics for 34 years and
was director of the Engineering Learning
Center at Clemson.
"He was a person very deserving of the
honor," said Coach Bob Boettner, the
present swimming coach. "I coached
under him for one year—in 1975—the year
the new facility opened."
The ceremony took place immediately
before the men and women Tiger swimmers took on the Virginia Cavaliers.
Several members of McHugh's family attended the commemoration, along with
many faculty members. Even a few swim-

enrollment decreased by 642 from the fall.
"We are almost exactly the same as last
spring on numbers with the addition of
new students coming in for this
semester," DeFratus said.
Approximately 2055 students are on
the seven-day plan, 2890 are on the fiveday plan, and 463 are on the lunch-only
plan. DeFratus said he was well pleased
with the participation in the lunch-only
program, which was started in the fall.
Possible changes in the dining services
for this semester include the addition of a
third premium entree, such as chicken
cordon blue or porkchops, which would be
offered on an occasional basis. "We felt
the addition would be reasonable and
feasible, and it should interest the
students," he said. Adding a line that
features foreign food, placing trays and
utensils at salad bars, and offering
various breads are also being considered.
"It is probably too early to tell whether
the cost of meal plans will increase next
fall, DeFratus said. "But if they increase,
it should be moderate compared to recent
increases." An increase in housing will
hopefully not be over 10 percent, according to Boettner. Because apartment rates
are already high, it is possible that only
dorm rates will be raised instead of the
usual "across-the-board" increase.

Only YOU
can prevent
WHITE SPACE!

write for
Carl McHugh
mers from past Tiger teams made an appearance. A plaque was unveiled and will
be displayed in the entrance way to the
newly named Carl McHugh Natatorium.

According to Boettner, "It was a real
first-class event. McHugh requested only
one thing of us—to win the swim meet."—
which the teams did.
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Athletic Council discusses academics
by Bob Adams
staff writer
The Athletic Council, formed to insure
the accountability of the athletic department to the university's administration,
met Jan. 4 to discuss proposals going
before the NCAA convention the following week.
The major proposal discussed at the
meeting involved the debate between the
NCAA and the American Council on
Education. The ACE proposed a
44-member body that could veto NCAA
legislation concerning academics. The
NCAA countered with
WUAA
witn a suggested
suggesteu body
uuuy

I

that would not be able to veto regulations,
but it could suggest legislation to the
NCAA.
"The council's position was to favor the
ACE's proposal, but with some reservations," Stephen Wainscott, assistant
professor of political science, said. "The
details have yet to be worked out.
"At the Jan. 4 meeting, we had to deal
with 162 NCAA proposals, so basically
the floor was left open to any questions
about these proposals," he said. Whether
a standard grade point ratio for athletes
on scholarships should be set for NCAA
colleges and universities was one of the

proposals discussed. The counterproposal required the athlete to be in
"good standing" according to his university's standards.
Duties of the council, according to
University President Bill Atchley, are "to
advise the president through the vice
president of student affairs on policies
and recommendations that concern intercollegiate athletics at Clemson University."
The 21-member council held an
organizational meeting Oct. 20. President
Atchley addressed the group and explained
his goals for the council. Reduced season
ticket prices for university faculty, staff,

and adjuncts and the request from Student Senate to have the word TIGERS
painted on the north stands upper deck
were the other major topics of discussion.
"It's [the Athletic Council] getting
started, and now I'm just looking forward
to the members being more and more active as the council progresses," Atchley
said.
According to Wainscott, who is serving
a two-year term on the council, the
members should bring varying perspectives to the Athletic Council. "We should
deal with the issues athletics raises about
the academic integrity of the university."
■ ■M ■

Cheerleaders, twirlers win at competition
WW
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by Tammie Can-oil
copy editor
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Clemson-Virginia game inT:i
Littlejohn Coliseum. The five-minute
routine is adapted to a medley of
Broadway hits. The twirlers will
also present the four-foot trophy
they won to the Tiger Band.
Four of the twirlers are freshmen—Robin Berry, Tammy
Ward, Anne Larson, and Gina
Everling, feature twirler. Other
twirlers are B.J. Rhoads, senior;
Wendy Jackson, junior; and
Angie Franklin, sophomore.
Any college in the United
States could compete for the
championship. Second place
went the West Georgia College,
and third place to N.C. State.
The Miss College Majorette of
America was also chosen at the

The Tiger Band twirlers and
the Clemson cheerleaders recently
won awards at national competitions.
Tiger Band Twirlers
On Saturday, Jan. 7, the Tiger
Band twirlers won the National
College Majorette Line Championship in Cleveland, Tenn. This
is the third time in the last four
years that they have won this
award, according to Wendy
Jackson, twirler.
The twirlers will perform their
winning routine during the
half time show of this Saturday's

SPECIAL
Selected group of earrings
$5 with coupon
EARS PIERCED FREE
MERLE NORMAN"
Cosmetic Studio

„*;^„ Any
A„„ girl
^-l on
™ the
tho
competition.
squad could compete for this
award, and Ward won first
runner-up. She was the only girl
from Clemson who competed for
this title.
The competition was sponsored by the Drum Majorettes of
America, a twirling association,
at the Winter Nationals.

Cheerleaders
The Clemson cheerleading
squad placed third in the National Cheerleeding Association's Collegiate Cheerleader Championship Saturday,
Jan. 14, at Southern Methodist
University in Dallas. The squad
brought home a three-foot trophy

and a $2,000 cash award, according to cheerleader Beth Cousins.
Judges chose 20 teams to compete in the finals by viewing over
700 videos of routines from
schools across the United States,
Cousins said.
Highlights from the competition will be shown on the Todav
Show this Friday. The top five
routines will be aired on USA
network television Feb. 28, she
said.
The Clemson cheerleaders will
perform their routine Feb. 26 at
the Clemson-University of
North Carolina game in Littlejohn Coliseum.
Other winners at the competition were Memphis State, first

place;
place; Michigan
Michigan State,
State second;
Louisiana Tech, fourth; and
University of Florida, fifth.
According to Cousins, the
Dallas Clemson Club met the
cheerleaders at the airport
Thursday before the competition
and entertained them with dinner. The club displayed the Lone
Paw Flag of Texas at the airport,
she said.
The cheerleaders who participated are Cousins, Sherry Thrift,
Randy Faile, Pat Hook, Russell
Ragan, Woody Binnicker, Sheryl
Pitts, John Mixson, Arian
Roberts, Jay Watson, Rick Conte,
Cathy Anderson, and Bill
Goudelack. George Davis went
as an adviser.
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Tickets available for league tournament
by Michael Mac Eachern
staff writer

A limited number of tickets are
available to full-time students for
the -1984 Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament, which will be
held March 9-11 at the Greensboro
Coliseum in Greensboro, N.C., according to Rick Brewer, assistant
ticket manager.
According to Brewer, Clemson
has been allotted about 1900
tickets, and out of this total about
100 tickets are then allotted to
the students. However, there has
never been a great need from the
students for these tickets in the

past.
tickets, a student should take his
"Usually if you sign up for the activity card and university ID
tickets, you will get them," over to the Jervey ticket office
Brewer said.
from 8:30 a.m. to noon and from
As of Thursday, 45 students 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., according to
have signed up for the tickets.
Brewer.
Brewer said.
However, according to Brewer,
if the need arises, there will be
some type of lottery held to
distribute the tickets.
The price of these tickets is
$70; however, according to
Brewer, the individual students
must take care of their own
transportation, meals, and lodging while in Greensboro.
To receive an application for

Students Needed In
Programming, News, Business, and Engineering

COME TOTHE$
WSBF FM 88.1
WSBF Broadcasting Course
Jan. 23-26 • 7 p.m.
WSBF Studios, eighth level above the Loggia
For more information come by the studios or call 656-2279
'

Priority Deadlines for Other Programs:
National Direct Student Loan — April 1
Nursing Student Loan — April 1
College Work-Study Program — April 1
BEOG (Pell Grant) — As Soon As Possible

students can pick up their tickets
at the tournament in March."
For more information about
tournament tickets, students
should contact the Jervey ticket
office at 656-2118.

INTERESTED IN RADIO?

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
FINANCIAL AID
APPLY NOW!
Deadline Date
for Scholarships:
February 15

"Next week we will send letters to those who will receive
tickets and notify them to come
down to Jervey to pay for the
tickets in full by Feb. 3," he said.
"After paying for the tickets, the
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LISTEN FOR
LADY TIGER BASKETBALL
exclusively on
WSBF FM Clemson

Application Forms Available
in the Clemson University
Office of Financial Aid,
G01 Sikes Hall

NOW PILOT IS
TWO POINTS UP
ON THE
COMPETITION.

*E\\SO^
Counge and Qante Koom

FlME.

THATS My.
DCTRA FINE"
•THATSMlWE.

Wednesday, Jan. 25 - 75 <t Molson All Day
Thursday, Jan. 26 - 8:00-10:00 p.m.
MILLER DRAFT PARTY

If you love fine writing, now you can
choose between two Precise Rolling Ball pens
that write so fine yet flow so smoothly you'll
wonder how we made it possible.
Only The Precise allows you to write beautifully in either fine point or extra fine point. ,
The price? It's even finer. Only $1.19 each.

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.

Serving: 25<P
Lowenbrau
Lowenbrau Dark
Miller Lite
Miller

Come meet Mike Apperson,
Miller's Clemson campus representative
Free Prizes to be awarded

2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

pjiofi precise
® Rolling Ball

The Quarters Lowenbrau
Darting Tournament
Everyone Welcome

Feb. 6- March 3
Sign up at Quarters

Prizes will be awarded
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Controversy arises over Bowman field use
by Jan Jordan
managing editor
Currently, Bowman Field has
several uses—holiday displays
for Homecoming and other
events, introducing the university
as its "front lawn," acting as a
commons field, and holding parked cars for school activities. But
John Gowdy, Faculty Senate
representative on the University
Traffic and Parking Committee,

said Bowman Field should be Committee; which restricted all
parking on the field. This resoluclosed to parking.
"The field is a beautiful spot tion was defeated.
Then Gowdy presented his
and is unique to our university,"
Gowdy said. "Most of the resolution to Faculty Senate.
students and faculty are very Voting 16 to 11, the Senate chose
proud of it. And all it takes is one to table the resolution because it
rainy day when people park on it had not researched the issue.
Faculty Senate President Holly
for it to show for the whole year.
Gowdy, professor of electrical Ulbrich said Gowdy and Sen.
and computer engineering, in- Don Coston of agricultural
troduced a resolution to the sciences are studying the issue.
University Traffic and Parking Ulbrich said she hopes to receive

SHORT COURSES

cuu
Developed by the Clemson university union
the Short course program is designed to Provide
pleasure In learning, opportunities for_ selfdevelopment and to open new possibilities for living and doing.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Register at the Union information Desk in the
loggia between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Classes are
open to Clemson students, faculty, staff and
spouses. Check the course descriptions for the
sign-up deadlines. Call 656-2461 for additional information.

SCHEDULE OF SHORT COURSES FOR SPRING 1984
BEC.NN.NC BARTEND,NCgn ^ ^^ ^-y ^

3Q

FPbruarv 6 — 700-9:00 p.m. —$4.00
Learn the basics of bartending. Party planning
materials and equipment, drink selection, recipes and
preparation will be covered,
instructor: kirk Brague
Enrollment: Minimum 8; Maximum 25
Location: to be announced
BEGINNING BREADMAKING
Thursday
Sign-up Deadline: Thursday, Feb. 2
February 9 — 7:00-10:00 p.m. — $4.00
Basic breadmaking theory and techniques will be
nresented and the use of sourdough will be demonstrated students will make the dough for French bread,
instructor: Cordon Howard
Enrollment: Minimum 10; Maximum 15
Location: Room 135, Lehotsky
?hSsAdLayfM'NAR
Sign-up Deadline: Thursday, Feb. 2
February 9,16, 23, March 1, 8,15
What exactly does planning a wedding entail? come
and let a registered bridal consultant help you plan your
wedding.
instructor: Helen Caines
Enrollment: Minimum 10; Maximum 35
Location: Senate Chambers
Tfes?aysNTENANCE Sign-up Deadline: Tuesday, March 13
March 27 April 3, 10 - 6:00-8:00 p.m. — $5.00
Give your car the proper care and save money on
costly repairs. This course will teach you to perform
preventative maintenance and simple repairs on your
c3r
instructor: verner Burkett
Enrollment: Minimum 4; Maximum 12
Location: Godfrey C01
Mon5?ysED CL0CC,NC Sign-up Deadline: Monday, Jan. 30
February 6,13, 20, 27, March 5,12
Advanced' clogging and square dancing will be
taught with an emphasis on Appalachian folk dance
students should already have beginning clogging and
square dance skills,
instructor: Bill Nichols
Enrollment: Minimum 12; Maximum 40
Location: Palmetto Ballroom
COPYRIGHT IT YOURSELF
Wednesday
Sign-up Deadline: Monday, Feb. 20
FPbruarv 29 — 700-8:00 p.m. — FREE
Learn to copyright various work projects without the
assistance of an attorney. Protect works such as your
Stations, engineering studies, architecturei designs
artworks creative writing, music and lyrics. This course
will discuss the protection available under the united
States copyright laws and will provide the information
and application forms necessary to obtain a copyngnt.
Ennroilment:Kunlimfted°

a report from the search committee at the meeting on Feb. 7.
"We are looking for information as to technical problems
with grass and drainage and
what to do about parking for conventions," Ulbrich said. "But we
want to act on it as soon as we
feel we are well enough
informed."
Gowdy said it is not just a football parking problem, but that is
a good portion of it. "I really

Location: senate Chambers

CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
Thursday, February 2 (7-8 p.m.)
Saturday, February 4 (8 a.m.-8 p.m.)
S35 00
sign-up Deadline: Thursday, Jan. 26
Cross-country skiing is a sport that provides a more
complete conditioning program than tennis, irunning or
racauetball-and it is one that anyone can pick up in just
one clay with only a few hours of instruction! Thursday
niqhfs^meeting will consist of a film and lecture Introducmg the equipment and techniques. Saturday will
consist of an all-day ski trip. Fee includes instruction,
transportation, equipment and lunch,
instructor: Peetie Carlson
Enrollment: Minimum 8; Maximum 15
Location: Room 165, student Government
TSaT1 Al°
Sign-up Deadline: Tuesday, Jan. 24
January 31 — 7:00-9:00 p.m. — FREE
The financial aid process will be discussed. Ape> ication forms and available aid will be covered along with
other questions the participant may have,
instructor: Susan Moore
Enrollment: Minimum 5
Location: to be announced
SSda^^S-up Deadline: Wednesday, March 14
March 28, April 4, 11,18, 25 - 7:30-9:00 p.m. -$900
students will make floral arrangements using both
fresh and permanent flowers, including silk and dried
pieces Slide presentations will also be included,
instructor: Jean kopcyzk
Enrollment: Minimum 10; Maximum 25
Location: to be announced
?hSfsdaysC C°LF
Sign-up Deadline: Thursday
March 8 15, 29, April 5,12,19 - 6:00-7:00 p.m. -$10.00
Learn basic golf skills. The rules, shots, use of irons
and woods, putting and chipping will be Covered. Bring
your own clubs and balls,
instructor: Alan D. corbin
Enrollment: Minimum 7; Maximum 20
Location: Jervey
wAedf!e1datYMAK,NG Sign-up Deadline: Wednesday Feb. 1
February 15 22„ 29, March 7 - 5:00-8:00 p.m. - $35.00
imagine a hot day under a shady tree swinging in
your hammock sipping a cool drink Make that dream
come true—make your own hammock. Price includes an
materials for one hammock,
instructor: Susan wainscott
Enrollment: Minimum 5; Maximum 9
Location: Room 903, union
WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF INVESTMENTS
Tuesdays
Sign-up Deadline: Tuesday, Feb. 14
February 21, 28, March 6 - 7:00-8:30 p.m. - FREE
This course is designed to teach the basic terminology of the investment community such as stocky
bonds, money market funds, certificates of deposit, and
many others.
.
instructor: Joyce Fishman klein
Enrollment: Minimum 5; Maximum 15
Location: senate Chambers

think we could find somewhere to
park people and shuttle them if
necessary," he said.
But some who park on
Bowman for football games see
the issue differently. "It seems
like a necessary place to park,"
Virginia Hayes of Anderson said.
"We parked there even though
we had a better place with
IPTAY because it was convenient when we had a student in
Johnstone."

SPRING 1984
INTRODUCTION TO SEA (LAKE) KAYAKING
Wednesday, March 28 (6:30-8:00 p.m.)
Saturday, March 31 (1:30-5:00 p.m.)
Sunday, April 1 (10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.rro
Sign-up Deadline: Wednesday, March 14 - $20.00
.
An introduction to sea (lake) kayaking with We first
meeting for classroom instruction, the second meeting
for more instruction and practice by the lake and the
last dass to be a mini-expedition on the lake with approximately two hours of paddling,
instructor: Michael A. Bridgwood
Enrollment: Minimum 3; Maximum 6
Location: Room 2, YMCA
DISCOVERING NATURAL FOOD SERIES
Mondays — March 26, April 2, 9,16
700-8-30 om — $1.00 for each session
session l- "The Healthiest Diet For Athletes And
Evervone" This class will emphasize the diet for the cqmpetitivelthlete as well as anyone less active but desiring
t0

^sessTo^M^'New Foods." in this class you'll learn to
prepare a variety of healthful grains and beans not commonly found on the American table using simple and
de,l

§SW-^SrD and spice Cookery." The use of
herbs to give zest and flavor to simple dishes and as a
means to reduce dependence on salt for flavoring foods
will be discussed. Recipes Will be given
iM h
session IV: "The Healthiest Diet... This class win oe
a repeat of Session l.
instructor: Frank Montegue
Enrollment: Minimum 5
Location: The Cutter (behind the YMCA)
SSsd^yITINC Sign-up Deadline: Wednesday, Feb. 8
February 15 — 7:00-9:00 p.m. — FREE
Looking for a job? The various techniques of resume
writing, including letter application, will be taught in this
course.'
Enrollment: Minimum 10

Location: Senate Chambers

weTefdT" R°°SigSn-up Deadline: Wednesday, Feb. 15
February 22, 29, March 7,14
4:3

^dividual help will be given in beginning your
genealogical research. All chartsare provided. Resources
for information will be discussed along with a field trip
to the university's library,
instructor: Mary Ann Montgomery
Enrollment: Minimum 5; Maximum 15
Location: Room 166, Student Government

Thu?sdayNC
Sign-up Deadline: Thursday, Feb. 9
February 23 — 6:30-9:00 p.m. — $7.00
Discover the art of stencilling. Each participant will
receive a project to be completed in class.
Instructor: Elaine Clark
Enrollment: Minimum 5; Maximum 15
Location: Room 165, student Government

JEWELRY MAKING
.—_,*,<, ,-„ ->7
jr
Mondays
Sign-up Deadline:
Monday, Jan. 23
February 6,13, 20 - 6:00-9:00 p.m. - $5.00
This class is open for both beginning and advanced
students. Participants will cast jewelry and finishing and
polishing methods will be taught. There is an additional
fee if gold or silver is used,
instructor: Clint isbell
Enrollment: Minimum 5; Maximum 10
Location: Godfrey

wSesS'"0 Sign-up Deadline: Wednesday, March 28
April 4 — 7;00-10:00 p.m. — $5.00
Learn all you will ever needjo know about buying
wine Parties, meals, etc. will be covered in this course. All
of the wine will be enjoyed by the participants,
instructor: keith Sweat
Enrollment: Minimum 15; Maximum 35
Location: Palmetto Ballroom

ADVANCED JUDO
Tuesdays and Thursdays Sign-up Deadline: Tues Feb. 14
February 21, 23, 28, March 1. 6, 8,13,15, 27,29, April 3, 5,
10 12 17 19 —8:00-9:00 p.m.— $30.00
' This course is a continuation of the basic judo course,
it offers the student advanced instruction in judo techniques and adequate time to practice and develop these
skills. Participants should wear loose-fitting clothes,
instructor: Novae Nedic
Enrollment: Minimum 10; Maximum 30
Location: Y—Exercise Room

FIRST AID
,. . f
Mondays
Sign-up Deadline: Monday, Feb. 6
February 13, 20 — 6;00-10:00 p.m. — $6.00
This course provides the student with the knowledge
and skills needed in most situations in which emergency
first-aid care is required and medical assistance is not excessively delayed. Certification in First Aid is given upon
completion of this course,
instructor: Nancy Parnell
Enrollment: Minimum 5; Maximum 10
Location: Room 165, Student Government
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Ten Questions

Ombudsman 'should be alleviated.'
somehow tell students who we are, and there's not really a
whole lot we can do with $5. However, the reason I think
we don't hear a lot of complaints about professors is
because students are not like they were in the late 1960s.
Then they complained about everything. Now students
handle situations themselves and don't see a need to get
By Pam Sheppard
outsiders to help. On the other hand students should
news editor
speak out more about some things. A for instance is those
professors who can't speak the English language well. We
Kevin Landmesser is a major part of Student Govern- know that they are there, but if students don't come to us
ment, yet he is a part few people know about-the om- with specific instances, we can't do anything about it.
budsman. He and his staff form the Information Services
to provide information and to help students when help is -Where do you feel the real breakdown lies between
students and Student Government?
needed.
All Student Government members don't wear plaid
-What exactly is an ombudsman and what do you and Students just don't want to get involved. Student Government is always there to help students who just ask, and if
your staff provide for the students?
The ombudsman is a grievance officer who has the a student wants to get involved that's great. That's the
responsibility of working out any problems students have way we all got there-by just wanting to get involved.
with professors or just about anything else. This year, Students now are just more concerned with school and
Student Body President David Stalnaker and Student solving things on their own.
Body Vice President Jim Cuttino decided that we should
take on a new role and provide students with information -What do you think the students will be like in the
and provide answers to questions like "How do I get off future?
I don't think they are going to change. I would like to
the meal plan?" or "Where do I appeal a traffic ticket?" We
also are responsible for legal aid. We provide two see more students come in for help, but at the same time I
30-minute sessions of free legal advice to students. The like to see the students doing things for themselves. I like
problem can't be against a student or the school, but if a being ombudsman, but in my personal opinion this staff
student were to get involved in an accident where the should serve out its term, and the office should be alother party tried to sue, we provide a lawyer to help him. leviated. To have me and three other people sit in the ofIt is amazing how many students take advantage of the fice when only one to seven people come in per week is a
free legal aid. We have a list of lawyers from Clemson, waste, especially when the secretary could handle most of
Pickens, Anderson, and other areas that students can them. As far as the legal aid is concerned, the secretary of
Student Services could handle that. It's not that I don t
choose from.
like being it because I enjoy it, but students just don't
-Are there any problems with the Information Services seem to need an ombudsman anymore. If that changes in
the near future then we should keep it, but I don't think it
and the Ombudsman?
One of our biggest problems is that students just will because of the trend with students.
don't have any major complaints about professors. We
had a guy come in who had a little fight with the pro- -Explain, from step one, what a student can do if he or
fessor, and all we could really tell him to do was to go back she has a grievance and wants advice?
First of all, the student must come to Student
and try to work it out. If that did not work then we would
have gone to someone higher up, but usually the problem Government and talk to me or a member of my staff. Our
is just something like that and can be worked out easily. hours are Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday from
Another problem I see is that we are an information serv- 1-3 p.m. and Thursday and Friday from 12:30-2:30 p.m.
ice when we really don't need to be. Students have the If the student has a problem when we're not in the office
Union Information desk and the Student Locator as then that student can call me at home. Anyway, after the
points of information, and they also have the different student comes in to talk to us, we advise him on whether
mediums such as The Tiger or WSBF. They really don't to go back and try to solve the problem or whether he
need us. Another problem is that we don't have enough should be directed to a committee which specializes in
money to work with, but it's that way in every part of Stu- that problem. If the student has an academic problem
dent Government. For instance, I had a budget of $5 to with the professor, we could send him to the Academic Affairs committee and so forth. Sometimes we have to call
someone like Dr. Jerome Reele if we need a clarification
like if a student should receive an F in a class for missing
too many days or if he can be dropped.
-What do you think Student Government's biggest
handicap is?
We don't have enough money to do all that we need to
do. We need to put out so many more newsletters but we
just don't have the money. We need more money for
posters and banners for different events where we're trying to help raise money for someone else. It's not that we
need that much more money, but $5, for instance, is not
enough to get the word out so students will know there's
an ombudsman and know we will help.

photo by Richard Baldwin

The ombudsman should be abolished, according to
the current ombudsman, Kevin Landmesser.

-What do you think Student Government has accomplished this year?
The balloon project was a total success, and I'm sure
it will be associated with this administration for a long
time. There are a lot of other things the government did
that students really don't know about, such as working
harder with organizations. Jim Cuttino has done a lot to
get all the outlets involved through the Executive Council. The council is composed of members from the media
and members of different organizations such as the
Minority Council and the International Student Association. By bringing leaders of the various groups together,
Jim has helped everyone to stay aware of things that are

Kevin Landmesser
going on outside their area. For example, if the Minority
Council is having problems with something, sometimes
members of Executive Council can give ideas, and if the
Minority Council has something planned then we can find
out about it through Executive Council and help others to
know about it by going back to our friends and telling
them. We also learned a lot this year about elections and
its problems. There were problems in small areas, and Student Government has worked hard to make sure the next
election runs smoothly. We also worked hard to make
Alcohol Awareness Week such a success, and the business
fair, which was something new, will probably be continued
because of its success.
-Does Student Government really make a difference?
Yes. First of all, it's a channel of involvement for
students, and there are a lot of students who are involved
in the government whether through Student Senate or the
various other departments. And I know Clemson students
have a certain amount of power within the university. We
use that power to its fullest by helping students to get
what they want. Even though we don't hear from a lot of
students, there are still a lot who speak out. The university is definitely dependent upon the students and the administration knows that. For example, if the students
don't want the plus/minus system, Student Government
will find out, and if they do want it, Student Government
will find out. When we go to the administration and say
this is the way the students feel, they really can't not take
it seriously.
-What do you think the biggest problem at Clemson is
right now?
Students are left in the dark on too many issues.
We're too big of a part of this school to know so little
about stuff.
- What do you think Clemson's greatest asset is?
Its campus is its greatest asset because it's beautiful.
In a big city so much can get lost, but it's like Clemson
University is Clemson, and it's great.

Suspect something fishy?

Find out for yourself!

Write news for The Tiger
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Graduation held

Recruiting monitored
by Pam Sheppard
news editor
The Student Government
Research and Development Committee has formed an ad hoc committee to investigate minority
recruiting at Clemson, according
to Research and Development
Committee Chairman Mark
Wilson.
Gene Murray, a member of
Research and Development, will
head the ad hoc committee.
"Clemson has something to offer
everyone," he said, "and our purpose is going to be to see how we
are recruiting the minority
because Clemson has something
to offer to them too."
According to Murray, the committee plans to: find out what is
being done now to recruit

Executive
chosen
continued from page one
1955 with a bachelor's degree in
social science. He earned a
master of divinity degree from
the Lutheran Theological
Southern Seminary in 1959 and
the doctorate of ministry degree
from the Lexington Theological
Seminary in 1971.
Before joining the University
of Georgia's staff, Elam was
manager of manpower development for the Ball Corporation in
Muncie, Ind., and served as the
pastor of the Holy Trinity
Lutheran Church in Muncie.
From 1959-62 the former
minister served as pastor of Holy
Trinity Church in Anderson. He
also served as a trustee of the
Lutheran School Theology in
Chicago and Wittenberg University.

\tyt picker JHpp-.
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Phone: 654-6804
*306-B College Avenue*
Clemson, S.C. 29631

Need quick transportation?
We sell and buy used cars
Smith Auto Sales
536 W. North First St.
882-0322

minorities; find out what other
schools are doing to recruit; sample students' attitudes toward
and their general relationship
with minorities; find out why
more Negroes do not choose
Clemson as a channel to further
their education; talk to the State
Department of Education, the
Commission on Higher Education and the Human Resources
Department; and submit a final
report to the Research and Development Committee.
"We want to see how the other
Atlantic Coast Conference
schools and schools such as Furman, Georgia, and Wofford
recruit minorities to see if we're
doing something wrong," Murray
said. "It seems a lot of people get
the impression that Clemson has

nothing to offer minorities, and
we just don't believe it's true."
The ad hoc committee will consist of three members from the
Research and Development Committee, including Murray; a
member of the Minority Council;
chairman of the Communications
Committee of Student Senate;
and a member of Communications and Public Relations Committee of Student Government.
The ad hoc committee is also in
search of two at-large students
within the university. All
students interested should contact Murray or the Student
Government Office.
"The committee is planning to
do a real indepth study," Wilson
said, "and should present some
interesting results."

by Tara Huffman
staff writer
Clemson's 1983 winter commencement exercises held
degrees for 708 graduating
students. The number of graduates was relatively close to that
of last year with 150 masters,
20 doctorate, one education
specialty, and 537 bachelor
degrees given.
The most popular majors
were in the College of Engineering with 179 graduates and the
College of Commerce and Industry with 141 graduates.
Honor graduates included
eight summa cum laude, 13
magna cum laude, and 47 cum
laude graduates. The summa
cum laude honor requires a 3.9
or higher grade point average,

YOU'VE GOT TO PLAY
HEflDS-UP BALL
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR CAREER

THAT'S WHY
NSA OFFERS
YOU THESE
EXCITING
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
There are opportunities in
a variety of research and
development projects
ranging from individual
equipments to very
complex interactive
systems involving large
numbers of
microprocessors, minicomputers and computer
graphics. Professional
growth is enhanced
through interaction with
highly experienced NSA
professionals and through
contacts in the industrial
and academic worlds.
Facilities for engineering
analysis and design
automation are among the

COMPUTER
SCIENCE
At NSA you'll discover one
of the largest computer
installations in the world
with almost every major
vendor of computer
equipment represented.
NSA careers provide
mixtures of such disciplines
as systems analysis and
design, scientific
applications programming,
data base management
systems, operating
systems, computer
networking/security, and

LINGUISTS

THE REWARDS
AT NSA

NSA offers a wide range
of challenging assignments
for Slavic, Near Eastern
and Asian language majors

NSA offers a salary and
benefit program that's
truly competitive with
private industry. There are
assignments for those who

involving translation,
transcription and analysis/
reporting. Newly-hired
linguists can count on
receiving advanced training
in their primary language(s)
and can plan on many
years of continued
professional growth.

graphics.

MATHEMATICS

Hwy. 93, Across from Skycity
Clemson, South Carolina
Introductory Offer
$2.00 Off (with this coupon)
Shampoo, Cut & Style
for Ladies and Gentlemen
Call 654-1974 for appointment

You'll work on diverse
agency problems applying
a variety of mathematical
disciplines. Specific
assignments might include
solving communicationsrelated problems,
performing long-range
mathematical research or
evaluating new techniques
for communications
security.

wish to travel and
abundant good living in the
Baltimore-Washington area
for those who wish to stay
close to home.
Countless cultural,
historical, recreational and
educational opportunities
are just minutes away
from NSA's convenient
suburban location.

To find out more
about NSA career
opportunities,
schedule an interview

best available.

TRIM DEN

the magna cum laude a 3.7 or
above, and the cum laude a 3.4.
An honorary doctor of humanities degree was also given
to Maude E. Callen for her
devoted work in the field of
nursing. At 85, Callen has spent
60 years as a nurse midwife in
rural Berkeley County.
A former Floridian, she was
born in Quincy, Fla., and was
graduated from Florida A & M
College. After receiving her
nurse's training at the Georgia
Infirmary at Savannah, she
came to Pineville in 1923 as a
United Thank Offering Worker
and missionary nurse.
Finding a great need for medical care in Pineville, "Miss
Maude" has cared for the sick
and needy and taught some to
read.

Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
An Equal Opportunity Employer, U.S. Citrxenship Required.
On Campus Visit Date Feb. 6th & 7th

through your college
placement office. For
additional information
on the National
Security Agency,
write to National
Security Agency,
Attn: M322, Fort
George G. Meade,
Maryland 20755.
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Endowment fund established
by Wendy White
staff writer
An endowment which will provide graduate fellowships and
undergraduate scholarships was
established this past October to
honor George B. Nutt, sometimes called the "Father of
Agricultural Engineering" in
South Carolina.
According to Director of Student
Financial Aid Marvin Carmichael, it is still uncertain as to
when all the scholarships and
fellowships will be available.
"They will definitely not be
available for the 1985-'86 school
year though," he said.

The endowment will provide
fellowships of $5000 to graduate
students and scholarhips of
$1000 to undergraduates to as
many as the endowment budget
will permit. According to Carmichael, the criteria for qualifying for the endowment money are
an Agricultural-Engineering major and an acceptable academic
standing.
"Obviously the endowment is
going to put more money in the
hands of Agricultural-Engineering majors," Carmichael
said. "It will also provide an incentive to draw more students into the agricultural-engineering
program."

Nutt served as Clemson's first
agricultural engineering department head, a position he held for
25 years. In 1955 he left the
department to become director of
the Cooperative Extension Service until his retirement.
According to current department head B. K. Webb, Nutt has
had a "profound impact" on the
agricultural profession.
"He guided the department
through its early years," said
Webb, "hired the faculty that
developed strong programs in
teaching, research and extension,
and was primarily responsible for
obtaining funding for the original
agricultural engineering building."

Council to help internationals
by Jill Johnson
assistant news editor
A new organization has been
formed for international students
at Clemson. The International
Student Council is a part of Student Government.
The council now consists of
five members and allows a maximum number of 10. The goal of
the council, according to ISC
chairman Samir Jaber, is to provide "a strong link between the
international student, the
American, student, and the

university administration."
The ISC plans to aid international students with the problems they encounter with university life and "develops solutions
for those problems it feels are
within reason," Jaber said. The
council also has plans to improve
cross-cultural awareness by using cultural exchange programs.
"Close work with the Student
Senate and administration will
be a source of the council's success," Jaber said.
The ISC, along with student
body vice president Jim Cuttino,

was successful in getting the
Student Senate to approve an
addition to the campus shuttle
service.
The new extension of the shuttle route will provide transportation to Littlejohn apartments—
in which many international students reside.
According to Jaber, "The council is seeking people interested in
articles about their native country or exhibiting and selling
crafts and products from thennative country.
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FOIL
BALLOONS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
I LOVE YOU
CONGRATULATIONS
THINKING OF YOU
GOOD LUCK
GET WELL
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
YOU'RE THE GREATEST
•YOU'RE SO SPECIAL
ITS A BOY/GIRL
HERSHEYS KISS
HAVE A RAINBOW DAY
GARFIELD
SNOOPY
WOODSTOCK
SMURFS
RAINBOW HEART
RAINBOW STAR
REGULARS
ASSORTED COLORS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

1654-4305

WE DELIVER IN THE CLEMSON AREA

Get The Responsibility
\bu've Earned.
After you get your degree, get management responsibility and
immediate decision-making authority.
In a civilian job, it could take years. As a Navy officer,
after 4 months of technical and leadership training,
you're in charge with all the responsibility and
respect you deserve.
$

The opportunities are as varied as today's technology: fields like electronics, engineering,
inventory control and purchasing, personnel
administration and systems analysis.

1

With the important responsibilities, comes an
outstanding benefits package: 30 days' paid
vacation earned each year, medical and dental care, ^jr3^ V.%/
low-cost life insurance and tax-free allowances.

L

The requirements are simple: you must have a BS or BA, be no more
than 34 years of age, pass aptitude and physical examinations,
qualify for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

If you're interested in this kind of responsibility, call the Naval
Management Programs Office: Call 1-&O0-922-2135 or see your
Navy Representatives Tuesday through Thursday, Jan. 17
through 19, in front of the Loggia.

Be Part Of The
rilAVY ADVENTURE!
Get Responsibility Fast.

$1.00 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 3/31/84

Fast, Free Delivery"
Good at locations
listed.
CT

J
At home? At a friend's?
In a hurry, or just hungry?
Domino's Pizza delivers
a hot, delicious pizza in
30 minutes or less.
Call us.
Fast, Free Delivery™
300 College Ave.
Phone: 654-3082
Hours:
4:30-1:00Sun.-Thurs.
4:30 - 2:00 Fri. and Sat.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
@ 1983 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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DID YOU KNOW???
Student government last year lost
an excess of $12,000 paying for legal aid
and increased shuttle service, and at the
rate we're going now, we will lose
$8,000 this year. This is even after
cutting the budget extensively, and
curtailing unnecessary expenditures.
In order to meet future demands in
the areas of shuttle service, escort
service, legal aid, and copier expansion,
we found it necessary to increase the
copier price from 5$ to IOC
Thank You,
Clemson University Student Government
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Johnstone study planned
by Jill Johnson
assistant news editor
The Housing Office is in the
process of considering a project
to improve the wiring and exhaust system of Johnstone Hall.
Housing administrators think it
will make more sense to get the
whole system in good condition
rather than having the Physical
Plant do continual minor repairs,
according to Director of Housing
Almeda Boettner. The estimates

come from the housing rental fee,
which also pays for water and
also pays salaries of resident
assistants.
Contrary to the belief of many
students, Johnstone Hall is not
to be condemned within the next
year, Boettner said. As a matter
of fact, Boettner said she is confident that Johnstone is structurally sound. She also added
that "there is no danger to
students, and if there was, the
cost wouldn't matter."

are being presented by Mark
Wright, university planner.
According to Boettner, the
study of seeing what needs to be
improved has been estimated at
$100,000. In the next meeting of
the project board, members want
a more updated report to find out
if the cost is going to be as much
as first reported. After the board
finds an agreeable investigation
fee, the probe will be able to
begin.
The money for the project will

Parking Office extends houts
by Bob Adams
staff writer
The Office of Parking and
Vehicle Registration is extending
its hours, according to Director
of Parking and Traffic Bill Pace.
The new hours, 8 a.m. until 11
p.m., took effect Monday, Jan.
16, and wul be observed each day,
Monday through Friday, he said.
In the past, the office has been
open daily from 8 a.m. until 4:30
p.m. With the extended hours,
another full-time position has
been added. "Basically I do the
same things that are done during

the regular hours of the day,"
said Barrett Senn, who works the
"second shift" of operation from
3 until 11 p.m.
A large number of requests for
longer hours of operation had
been made by students and
teachers, especially those who
are at the university in the evening. "We hope to be of more service to the people who need to
register cars and pay fines and
are unable to get here before
4:30," Pace said.
In addition to the extended
hours, supplementary parking
spaces for commuters are now

JANUARY 1984
19-20—Edgar's: "Heartfixers," $2, 9 p.m.
19-21—Union movie: "Raiders of the Lost Ark," 7 and 9:15 p.m.,
$1.50.
21—"Advanced Dungeons and Dragons Team Tourney,"
10 a.m., Palmetto Ballroom. Sign up at the information
desk, $2 per person or $8 per team.
21—Men's and women's basketball vs. Virginia.
22—Free Flick: "Silent Running," 8 p.m., Y-Theater. Free with
university ID.
23-24-Short Course: CPR, 7-10 p.m., $6. Sign up at the information desk.

available on east campus. Armstrong, Woodridge, and Milky
Way streets are now posted as
temporary parking for commuting students. These streets
are located immediately southwest of Lehotsky Hall.
"Last fall there was a big demand for commuter parking,
especially during peak hours
such as 9 and 10 a.m. on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday. Opening these streets should ease the
demand for commuter spaces,"
Pace said. The C-7 parking lot is
also still available for commuter
parking.

23-28—Art Gallery: International Student Council "Culture
Display."
23-30—Affiliate Artist: "Ohad Naharin," modern dancer. Check
at information desk for itinerary.
23-ACU-I Chess Tournament, 7:30-10 p.m., $1, sign up at the
information desk.
23—Women's basketball vs. Pittsburgh.
23—Room Change—submit application to Housing Office,
Mell Hiill.
24—College Bowl Intramurals, 7:30-9:30 p.m.

Poll taken
continued from page one
proposed system," said Wainscott. One concern, though, would
be whether anyone could really
make a clear evaluative judgement on such a diversified scale.
On the other side, Wainscott
said he is "sympathetic to the
student who does 89 work and receives the same grade as a student who does 80 work. Students
would be more inspired to work
at the end of the semester, knowing that they may be able to raise
their grade up to the next level,"
he said.
Student views
Eighty-two percent of the
students polled were aware of the
proposed plus/minus system.
Of the 104 students surveyed,
approximately 58 percent favored
the change; approximately 19
percent opposed it; approximately
23 percent were undecided.
Michael Zalants, a freshman in
electrical engineering, said he is
in favor of the change because "it
gives credit where credit is due."
Teresa Wingard, a junior in
early childhood education, is currently undecided, but is leaning
toward the system. "I feel it
gives you a more accurate idea of
where you stand in a class," she
said.
When asked how they felt the
system would affect the overall
grade point ratio, approximately
59 percent of the students polled
felt it would raise the GPR; approximately 18 percent felt it
would lower the GPR; and approximately 23 percent felt no
change would occur.
One student said it would probably help him, but he also said
it might hurt the "super-intelligent."
Forty-five percent of the
students felt the change would
enhance the reputation of the
university; 31 percent felt it
would not; and 24 percent were
unsure.

The season for skiing
is here.

SUPERBOWL SPECIAL
During the game
Buy one pizza
Get next smaller size
same number ingredients

FREE
(eat in only)

BIG-SCREEN TV

ALPINE SKIS,CROSS^
COUNTRY AND DOWNHILL
SKIS. RENTALS & SALES
APPALACHIAN
TRAIL OUTFITTERS
6544737

AH Shampoos are Not the Same!

Whether You Have
DRY, BRITTLE, THIN or OILY HAIR

N€$US

Rogers Plaza
2 Min. from campus
123 Bypass
654-1902

HAS THE RIGHT SHAMPOO FOR YOU!
ASSURE SHAMPOO ™
For Normal to Dry Hair

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS

THERAPPE SHAMPOO '»
For Dry, Brittle Hair
EX/OIL SHAMPOO '"
For Oily Hair & Scalp
Formulated for the 80's by

Precision
Style Cut

Professional Perm
Curly or Body Wave
(Includes Cut and Style)

(Includes Shampoo and Blow Dry)

$795
#

$OQ95

&up
reg. S10.95-S15.95

v N€$US

mmW

L

VITA-TRESS BIOTIN SHAMPOO "
For Fine, Thin Hair
BOTANOIL SHAMPOO '»
For Chemically Treated or
Excessively Curly Hair

reg. S39.85

Genuine NEXxUS Products arc sold only in professional hair styling salons.
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Panel discusses investments, real estate
by Doug Sheorn
staff writer
"If You're So Smart, Why Ain't You
Rich?" was the topic of discussion for the
January meeting of the Clemson Chapter
of the American Association of University
Professors. The meeting was held in room
108 Strode Tower, 4 p.m., Jan. 18, with a
panel of three discussing financial
management.
Roger Vaughn, chapter president, introduced Holly Ulbrich as moderator of
the discussion after the minutes were read
and approved. Ulbrich is a professor of
economics and president of the Faculty
Senate.
"It takes money to get rich," Ulbrich
said. "Counting on the Publisher's Clearing House Sweepstakes or penny stocks
that turn out to be IBM is like counting
on being struck by lightning to pay the
electricity bill. It happens, but it's more
like a fable."
Ulbrich further said that it takes time
to build an investment portfolio. "It takes
time and I realize that time is a very rare
and precious element in academia,"
Ulbrich said. "It takes time for us to get
smart, it takes time for us to stay smart,
and it takes time to prove to our department head that we still are smart by
publishing."
Ulbrich then introduced the first
speaker on the panel, Beth Vaughn, assistant vice-president of SC National Bank
in Clemson.
"I see many successful people,"
Vaughn said, "in my line of work, and the
only thing that I can tell you about them
is that they didn't come into success the
same way. They each had their own
methods, and you will each have to find
the method that best suits you."

Vaughn did, however, state three common threads that linked the majority of
them together. She said that you first set
a goal for yourself. "Ask yourself, 'Where
do I want to be financially in a certain
number of years,' " Vaughn said. "Then
review your progress in no less than six
months. It will take time, and the returns
will be based on the time and commitment
put in."
Vaughn also emphasized the importance of making sure that your financial
counselor knows exactly what you want.
"Make sure that he.is aware of your
goals," Vaughn said. "Also don't neglect
the risk factor. But the higher the risk,
the higher the return potential. Many
don't even ask about the risks."
Vaughn said that there is a difference
between saving and investing. Saving,
Vaughn said, is setting the money aside
with little growth. Investing is an attempt
at making it grow, but you have to save
before you can invest.
"Determine what kind of liquidity you
need. Often, if you have a dollar, you
spend a dollar. You have to discover your
personal rate of consumption."
Vaughn concluded her portion on the
panel saying that government deregulation of banking has made banking a very
competitive business, and that provides1
benefits to the consumer.
"There are two main benefits of
deregulation," Vaughn said, "discount
brokerage and self directed IRAs. As
recently as a few years ago, there were
minimum investments of $10,000 with
maturation lengths of four years. Now
you can put in as little as $100 for as short
a length of time as seven days."
Ulbich then introduced the next
panelist, Dr. Robert McElreath.
McElreath is an associate professor of

Accounting and began his portion on the
panel by elucidating two disadvantages
and two advantages that college professors have.
"As college professors," McElreath
said, "we have two main drawbacks: We're
not paid well, and we don't get the financial fringe benefits that many people in industry have. On the positive side, though,
we should have higher than average intelligence and more time to put into
developing a portfolio than a person involved in industry."
McElreath also gave a reading list of
publications that are a must for the
serious investor. The Wall Street Journal
is a good guide for investments and interesting reading. Money Magazine is a
good overview of investments at
everyone's level, Barron's for thorough
coverage of all investments, and a book
entitled "Tax Guide for College Professors"
to illustrate the tax advantages open to
professors.
McElreath stated three tax shelter
plans available to professors: the Individual Retirement Account, The Tax
Shelter Annuity, and outside income.
"Since we are primarily concerned with
the first two, I won't discuss the last
one," McElreath said. "IRAs are limited
as to how much you can put in. Tax
Shelter Annuities allow withdrawals at
anytime. IRAs offer unlimited investment alternatives although they are
restrictive as to withdrawals. The bottom
line is that IRAs are better for the first
two thousand and any other over that going into a Tax Shelter Annuity."
McElreath finished up with two sayings
that he said are often heard around the
department of finance, "There's no such
thing as a free lunch" and "Making investment decisions comes down to

whether you want to sleep well or eat
well."
Dr. Ulbrich then introduced the final
speaker on the panel, Dr. Tom Skelton.
Skelton is a professor of entomology,
fishery and wildlife and centered his
speech on real estate.
"There are two basic types of real
estate," Skelton said, "undeveloped and
developed. The advantage of owning raw
or undeveloped land lies in the pride of
ownership and the potential for increased
value. The advantage of owning developed land is the income that comes from
it. The disadvantages to owning real
estate are that real estate isn't liquid—the
money can't be taken back from the land
if the money is needed for something else.
Tenants are liable to be abusive to your
property and call you at all hours for any
problem. The profits will be slow, you
can't expect spendable income soon after
investment."
Skelton suggested a method of investing in real estate that he said was so
simple that people rarely thought of it. He
suggested borrowing the money for the
purchase of the land with the loan based
on the expected income from the land. The
income can then be placed against the
debt.
Skelton concluded the AAUP panel
discussion on financial management by
saying, "Contact a real estate agent to find
investable properties. They have the
listings and can help you to find what you
want quicker than you could on your own.
Also, develop your holdings slowly. Commercial properties hold more advantages
because they customarily have longer
leases, better care from tenants, and fewer
people to deal with. There are properties
available today for prices that will seem
like bargains a few "years from now."
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Political science course offered
for three weeks study in London
by Lisa McClain
staff writer
Clemson University is sponsoring a three-week summer course
in London May 9-June 1, which
will feature a comparison of
British and U.S. politics.
The course is open to Clemson
and non-Clemson graduate and
undergraduate students in all
fields of study, according to
Michael Morris, professor and
coordinator of the course; no prerequisites are necessary.
The three-credit hour course,
Political Science 379, will include
visits to Oxford, Cambridge,
Parliament, and other sites.
Students will also have the opportunity to hold interviews with
British policymakers and attend

lectures on topics comparing Britain and the U.S.
"The most important part of
the course will be actually talking with various persons," Morris
said. According to Morris, each
student will interview three or
four people during his stay in
Britain. The interviews will then
serve as a launching pad for the
individual projects.
These projects, which are a required part of the course, will include keeping a daily log book
and writing a report pertaining
to each student's particular area
of study.
"We'll be getting an inside
view of the country by talking to
the people," Morris said.
Through these interviews, it is
hoped that students will learn

AIRLINE TICKETS
LOWEST PRICES
BOOK NOW FOR
SPRING BREAK . . .
JAMAICA . . . BAHAMAS . . .
MEXICO . . . BERMUDA . . .

!•■■> f

SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
654-6125 • Clemson

FEBRUARY 3, 1984
LAST DAY FOR UNDERGRADUATES
TO WITHDRAW FROM A COURSE
WITHOUT RECORD OR WITHDRAW
FROM THE UNIVERSITY
WITHOUT RECORD

TO WITHDRAW,
THE STUDENT MUST
.. PICK UP A DROP-ADD (SCHEDULE
CHANGE) CARD FROM THE
STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE,
SIKES HALL
.. OBTAIN THE APPROVAL
SIGNATURE OF THE STUDENT'S
ADVISOR
.. OBTAIN THE SIGNATURE OF THE
INSTRUCTOR (OR DEPARTMENT
HEAD) OF THE COURSE
.. RETURN THE DROP-ADD CARD TO
THE STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE,
SIKES HALL, NO LATER THAN
4:30P.M., FRIDAY, FEBRUARY3,
1984

WITHDRAWALS AFTER
FEBRUARY 3, 1984, WILL BE
SUBTRACTED FROM
THE STUDENT'S LIMIT

something about British lifestyle
and how it is affected by the
government.
Although some sight-seeing
will be included, the trip is meant
to be a learning experience. For
example, when visiting Parliament, the students will actually
talk to the legislators and
parliamentarians. "We will be
talking to the people who run
things and not just looking at the
buildings," Morris said.
The total cost of the three-week
course will be $1,375 for each instate student and $1,597 for outof-state students. This price includes tuition and fees, roundtrip airfare from Atlanta to London,
airport transfers, accommodations for 20 nights in a London

hotel (double occupancy), breakfast daily, and three one-day
study trips outside of London,
Morris said.
Meals other than breakfast and
personal spending money are not
included.
Students taking the course will
have the option of remaining in
Europe a maximum of 90 days
after the course ends for the
same airfare if tickets are reserved
in advance.
For more information or to
receive an application form, contact Professor Michael Morris,
403 Strode Tower, Department
of Political Science, or call at
656-3235 or 656-2322. Reservations will be taken on a first-come,
first-served basis.

Head Hunters
'HMRSTYLISTS'

Welcome Home

The Tiger
welcomes
all students
back to
campus!
hang on —
Spring Break
is on the way
L.

STYLE CUTS
BODY WAVES
SOFT CURLY WAVES

Student Prices
MEN $8.00 Shampoo, Cut
(includes Blow Dry Short Hair Only)
WOMEN $9.00 Shampoo, Cut

Victoria Square
(in Breezeway)

Speakers Bureau Interviews
For 1984
Wednesday, Jan. 25
Thursday, Jan. 26

Sign up in the Student
Government Office by
Tuesday, Jan. 24
Any questions call 2195
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PIZZA
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BUY ONE 10" OR 14" OR 16" OR 20" PIZZA OF YOUR CHOICE
GET 2nd 10" OR 14" OR 16" OR 20" PIZZA OF YOUR CHOICE

FOR 1/2 PRICE - SAME VALUE - FOR Vi PRICE
PLUS GET FREE DRINKS

BUY 1 DRINK GET 1 FREE • SAME SIZE • WITH YOUR PIZZA PURCHASE
UP TO 4 FREE • TAKE YOUR PICK • COKE, SPRITE, ROOT BEER, DIET COKE
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Buildings
by Jill Johnson
assistant news editor
If you were one of the students
who received a phone call from a
university administrator Dec. 26,
you were probably told that a few
pipes broke in or near your room
and some damage had occurred.
Over the Christmas holidays,
pipes running through a few
dorms and apartments on campus froze due to the cold weather,
according to Walter Stone, director of the Physical Plant. The
frozen pipes broke, and water
began to leak from them, he said;
and in Sirrine Hall an air handling unit froze due to the frozen
pipes, and the water came out
through the sprinklers.
The water leakage affected 25
apartments in Calhoun Courts.
Most of the work that had to be
done by the Physical Plant was
repairing floors, ceilings, and
walls that had been damaged.
The carpets that were in the
apartments were taken to Littlejohn and dried, Stone said. The
students were given the chance
to move out of their apartment
after they were told of the incident, and only one apartment
was vacated.
The shoe boxes had a little
water leakage, and such items as
clothes, books, a television, and a
set of speakers were damaged,
Stone said. Four rooms in
Johnstone were harmed by the
water. However, the P Plant will
be working around the students
through the semester to get
things back to normal.
The university does not cover
personal belongings, but it does
offer an insurance plan to cover
the belongings. The students
have been told to check with
their parents' home insurance to
see if they can be compensated,
Stone said.
Pam Davis, a senior living in
Calhoun Courts checked with her
parents insurance company, and
they told her that because the
heat was not on, she would not be
entitled to coverage. Before
everyone left for Christmas

Arrest made
continued from page one
undetermined amount of money
from the fraternity's fund.
Michael Scott Porter was arrested and pleaded guilty to
charges of disorderly conduct
Jan. 10. Porter admitted to pulling a fire alarm in Johnstone
Hall.
Also on Jan. 10, police arrested
Hamid Seifitehrani for failure to
appear in court.
Teresa Ann Graham and
Tomika Shephard were arrested
Jan. 16 on charges of assault and
battery. The incident took place
on the ninth floor of Johnstone A.
On Jan. 17 police arrested
Michael David Sayre on charges
of forgery. Sayre was released on
this own recognizance.
Thefts from parked cars have
always been a problem on Clemson's campus, according to
McCrary. In an effort to deter
such occurances, the Police
Department will be holding a
hubcap and T-top engraving day
Friday, Jan. 27, from 11 a.m. to
5 p.m. and Saturday, Jan. 28,
from 9 a.m to 3 p.m. at gate 1 of
the stadiums

tit
break they were told to make
sure everything was turned off,
Davis said.
The damage at Sirrine is hard
to determine right now, according to professor Clarence Rogers.
"We're running tests; it's hard to
tell what has been harmed when
dealing with circuits and other
parts," he said.
The structural damage of Sirrine has been estimated at
$25,000. The repairs that will be
done are going to take place in
the summer, Rogers said,
because there will not be as much
student traffic.
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Financial aid available
by Ravin Taylor
editor in chief
Applications for scholarships
for the 1984-85 academic year
are available in the Financial Aid
office in Sikes Hall. Applications
should be submitted before the
Feb. 15 deadline, according to
Director of Financial Aid Marvin
Carmichael.
"There will probably be more
scholarships awarded in 1984-85
than there were in 1983-84,"
Carmichael said. "They are growing at about 10 percent each

year. We anticipate having between 5 and 10 percent more
scholarships this year." The actual figures for the scholarships
will not be known until the end of
January.
Carmichael said that although
students do not have to fill out
the Financial Aid form to qualify
for some scholarships, it may
help them qualify for more
scholarships since some are
strictly based on need. The FAF
is used to determine the basic
financial needs of a student based
on his and/or his parents income,

cost of attending college (tuition,
iees, etc.), and other factors.
Though the deadline is not until mid-February, Carmichael
suggests that forms be turned in
as soon as possible. "We try to
have the students notified of
their awards before final exams
but it all depends on getting the
forms in on time.
Carmichael also pointed out
that all present scholarship recipients should resubmit their
financial aid forms by the
Feburary deadline if they an
ticipate renewal of their awards.
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Take Charge At 22.

care of sophisticated
In most jobs, at 22
equipment worth
you're near the bottom
millions of dollars.
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It's a bigger chalIn the Navy, at
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Opinion
Editorials

Vice presidents:

I'M

COULDN'T ?0S5/RlY

Two too many
among too few

'

JtW>w6«Ki-e4

Footnotes
"Did you see who sat next to him?"—Many people's remark after seeing Brooke Shields sitting next to Michael Jackson at the Grammy Awards.
"He's out of town . . . he'll be back tomorrow. "—University President Bill Atchley's,
Athletic Director Bill McLellan's, Associate Athletic Director Bobby Robinson's, and Dean of
Admissions and Registrations and Faculty representative to the ACC B. J. Skelton's
secretaries answering phone calls.

Second Edit

Sale of the century
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If you've been reading many of the university's public
relations releases over the past few months, you've
probably begun wondering what happened to President Bill
Atchley's hiring freeze of September of 1982.
It was then that Atchley informed the public that he
would implement a university-wide hiring freeze as part of
his plan to deal with near-disastrous budget cuts.
Among Atchley's other remedies for those budget
cuts—which trimmed $3.2 million from the university's
coffers—were a 2-percent pay cut for classified university
personnel and a delay in a scheduled merit increase for
faculty.
Atchley's efforts were successful in staving off
financial disaster for the university, but if he succeeded in
reducing the number of faculty and staff hirings over the
past 12 months, he failed miserably in keeping the
population of the university's administration down.
In less than 12 months, the university has seen the
addition of two new administrators—an executive assistant
to the preisdent and a vice president. They were both hired
ostensibly to enhance the university's communications but
in reality to make sure everyone can say he's "proud to say
Clemson."
Were these additions to Sikes Hall—which surely must
be getting crowded these days—worth their price tag?
Atchley decided over the summer against hiring an athletic
coordinator because of the prohibitive costs—estimated at
more than $100,000—involved.
"The position would take approximately $100,000 to
fill because of a salary, secretary, travel expenses, and
other benefits," Atchley said at the time. "At the risk of
being misunderstood and people thinking I was under
pressure, I had to reevaluate the situation."
It seems that over the past few months Atchley has rereevaluated the university's financial situation and
discovered the funds necessary for two new vice presidents
of dubious necessity.
How can Atchley justify hiring these new
administrators—and the staff required along with them—at
a time when the university cannot afford to hire a
coordinator to monitor one of the biggest—and most
penalized—athletic departments in the country?
Perhaps Atchley is trying to improve on that old adage
of the leopard and his spots. The new phase could go
something like this: "If the Tigers can't change the color of
their stripes, maybe they can hire a vice president or two
to white-wash over them."

V

SORRY FELLAS,,.. WE JusT DON'T HAVE THE SPAc e ... WE

Can we talk?
What is America coming to?
Do you read the papers? People
are talking about selling parts
of their bodies. Can you believe
it? I mean, not that I have
anything anyone would want to
buy, but I can't really handle
the idea of being a roving meat
market.
Grow up. We aren't talking
simple supply and demand;
we're talking people's lives.
It seems that some people
have decided that we should be

able to sell parts of our bodies
as we see fit. Kidneys, livers,
other things. And to those who
can afford them. Now this
wouldn't be too bad, but the
people they are selling them to
are over a barrel.
And there are a lot of organs
we cannot live without. So,
what modern man has done is
to match the organs we can't
live without with the organs
with which we need only one to
function, and helped many people to live normal lives by getting those who have to donate
to those who have not.
Such a great idea. But why do
we always have to screw up by
putting monetary values on
things? Must everything have a
price? Why can't we live with
the donation system? It's worked

well so far. Besides, do we know
what we're getting ourselves
into.
It's 1984, people. Big brother
is watching us. Do you think
the government will actually
allow us to sell organs without
allowing it its cut? Let's not be
naive. We have a potential problem here bigger than Elizabeth
Taylor.
Think about it. We can't even
have bank accounts without the
government wanting to tax
them. What do you think they'll
do when you sell a kidney? Send
you a medal. Get real.
Frankly, it scares me to
death. I don't cherish the idea
of donating a kidney to pay my
tuition. What if the remaining
one fails? Great. A quality
education and dialysis.

Letters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters
from its readers. Letters should
be typed double-spaced on a
65-character line.
Letters should be limited to
200 words in length. The deadline for all letters is 6 p.m. the
Tuesday prior to publication.

The editor in chief reserves the
right to edit letters for style and
space. Also, letters which are in
poor taste or potentially libelous
will be withheld if the editor
deems it appropriate.
All letters become property of
The Tiger and cannot be returned.

A file of letters is maintained
should questions arise.
Please send letters to The
Tiger, Box 2097 University Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632, or
bring them by the offices at room
906 of the Student Union.
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Dining halls setve students' interests
Editor's note: The following letter
addresses an issue raised by a letter
printed in the last issue of The Tiger.
It was addressed to Monish Pabrai.
We want to help with the difficulty
you and your friends had over the
Thanksgiving holidays. We are
changing our schedules and will
provide a place for students to eat
whenever the dormitories are open.
As I understand it, Thanksgiving is
the only holiday that requires any
schedule change. We are open during
Fall Break, at Christmas (until after
graduation), Spring Break, and during
the periods between spring, summer
and fall sessions.
Incidentally, this year's schedule was
not a new one. We have been closed
the last three Thanksgiving holidays.
The last one we were open was in 1980.
We served 32 people all day. There, I
suspect, was the origin of our decision
to close for the weekend.
Pursuing the best interest of
students is sometimes vague and
contradictory. There is a "cost-benefit"
consideration in all our decisions to do
or not do things. If we provide a new
type of service, or extend an existing
one, it usually involves some additional
expense. Although the board plans are
not in use during Thanksgiving or
Spring Break, our cost of operation will
inevitably have some effect on those
plans. If we can operate profitably, it
will tend to reduce the cost of a meal
plan. If we are efficient (or frugal) in
the way we spend our resources,
Clemson students will be better served.
It is their money, when all is said and
done, that pays all the bills.
I thought we had communicated our
schedule adequately, but evidently it
could have been better. We had signs
on the dining hall doors, and we had
the schedule running on the Brunner
Broadcasting "message boards." It's
too late for Christmas, but in the
future, I'll use an ad in the Tiger to
announce holiday schedules.
Reading your letter, I got the
impression you thought the well-being
of the students and the interest of
ARA were entirely separate matters.
This is not true. I don't see how we
can possibly succeed without
considering Clemson students' needs
and wishes. In fact, we (ARA) serve
ourselves best by pursuing student
interests first.
I regret the inconvenience we caused
you. I don't think it will happen again.
We are here to serve you and all the
students at Clemson.
David DeFratus
Director of Dining Services

Applause
The highest accolades are due to
everyone involved in the "We're Proud
to Say Clemson" program.
Representatives from the
administration, faculty, student body,
alumni association, athletic
department, and, of course, those
wonderful Thursday Afternoon Singers
combined to provide a most enjoyable
evening.
Special recognition must go to those
who conceived and developed this
outstanding performance. The many
\hours of practice and travel demanded

sacrifice and devotion from all
participants.
The warm and enthusiastic response
from audiences throughout the state is
indicative that they had experienced
more than entertainment. People from
all areas of our university expressed
for us the pride, appreciation, unity,
spirit, and love which we all feel when
we say, "I went to Clemson!"
My deep thanks to everyone who
made this production such a success.
I. L. Dunkle, Jr.

Apologize
Editor's note: The following letter
was submitted by several members of
the sociology department concerning
the editorial about Harvy Gantt's
election to the Mayor's Office of
Charlotte.
We write to express our dismay that
what is otherwise a fine editorial is
ended on a sour note. We refer to the
use of the term "Clemson boy" in the
December 1 Tiger editorial to describe
Mr. Harvey Gantt, the first black
student at Clemson and first black
mayor of Charlotte, N.C.
Your use of the term "Clemson boy,"
when used to describe a black Clemson
student, carries reminders of a sad
tradition of bigotry and human
degradation—just that tradition which
Mr. Gantt so ably overcame several
decades ago here at Clemson. Since
most male students at Clemson do not
refer to themselves as "boys," nor are
they referred to by others with this
term, your usage is even more
inappropriate.
We suggest that The Tiger editorial
staff print an apology to Mr. Gantt
and to its readers who have come to
expect a higher level of sensitivity and
overall journalistic quality from our
school newspaper. We do share the
sentiments expressed in the editorial,
and do take pride in the
accomplishments of Mr. Gantt.
William Wentworth
Assistant Professor of Sociology

Let's celebrate
I have been a graduate student at
Clemson since the fall semester of
1982, and during neither of these two
school years have I been aware of a
campus-wide commemoration of the
birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr. On
first thought, I assumed that like
many graduate students, I was not
aware of a scheduled event. However,
after making several inquiries, I am
convinced that there has been no such
activity.
Perhaps many people think that
recognition of this American's birthday
is unnecessary. This might especially
be the concensus of those who say that
other birthdays receive no special
acknowledgement on this campus. But,
I ask, can we be true to the creed and
principles of this nation and not
recognize the one individual in modern
times, if not in all times, whose efforts
made us put into practice these

principles? If one can truly answer yes
to this question, then I concede that
there has been no need to acknowledge
Dr. King's birthday.
Finally, I am of the opinion that
such a celebration might help to dispel
the myth that Dr. King's contribution
to America was a contribution only to
Black America. His fight for the equal
rights of all Americans has given this
nation a chance to redeem itself of a
shameful history of discrimination
against many peoples, and to become a
really great nation. As we move toward
a national holiday in observance of this
great American's birthday, I am
hopeful that some sort of celebration
will begin on this campus. This
university, like any academic
institution, provides a perfect setting
for us to learn to accept our differences
and yet move toward the brotherhood
advocated by Martin Luther King, Jr.
Patricia A. Frazier

Get it right
In response to the editorial entitled
"We're Waiting" in the Dec. 1, 1983
issue of The Tiger, we would like to
respond to accusations made and
remedy the blatant misconceptions as
presented by the Tiger's editorial staff.
The plus/minus grading system has
been addressed twice in the past two
years, and it is now making its
seemingly annual appearance. Your
editorial and cartoon depict the
Student Senate as sluggish and
inactive.
Nothing could be further from the
truth. The reason that the Student
Senate has not come out with an
opinion yet is that we are trying to
compile a report that is so thorough
and presents such irrevocable evidence
that the plus/minus system need never
come up again (whether it is passed or
killed). We simply have the students'
best interests in mind.
Concerning the Tiger's poll, we
would like to know if the system was
explained to the students. Did they
have a thorough knowledge of what
they were being asked? Did the Tiger
staff take the time to explain the
system, and more importantly, its
effects to the students? Somehow, we
doubt it.
The editorial addresses the plusses in
the system but not the minuses. What
happens to the student who works his
rear-end off all semester for that
important "A" and barely makes it.
With the plus/minus system, he
doesn't make it. He gets a 3.7; not the
4.0 he was working for. How many A's
do you think are 94 or above? We'd be
willing to bet there are more below 94
(which would be minuses) than there
are 94 and above. Of course, there are
B minuses and the same on down the
scale.
As for your faith in the Faculty
Senate—the Faculty Senate didn't even
poll their constituents to get their
opinions. Furthermore, the Commission
on Undergraduate Studies returned the
Faculty Senate's decision with the
following suggestions:
1) That a study be made with
comparable institutions.
2) That some effort be made to poll
the faculty and get some feeling for
their opinions.

3) That the Faculty Senate might
wish to reconsider making such a
change after further research.
It appears to us that the Tiger staff
is generous with its praise of the
Faculty Senate, which did very little
preparation, but the Student Senate,
which is trying to thoroughly research
the problem and get students'
opinions, is condemned and satirized.
Ronald Knight
Sofia Chatos
Academic Affairs Committee

Insomnia
In your editorial of Dec. 1 regarding
the plus-minus grading system, you
overlooked several historical facts in
your attack upon the Senate for its
"putting off" for vote on plus-minus.
First the Senate has passed
resolutions supporting the present
system twice. The first was Oct. 16,
1978 and the second was as recent as
March 7, 1983.
Secondly, I find it hard to believe
that The Tiger has also so soon
forgotten the controversies of October
and November of 1981. At this time
The Tiger was "waiting" for student
input on the university Academic
Regulations' changes of that fall, and
rightly attacked those leaders in
student government at that time who
didn't seem completely committed to
the students' ideas on academic
regulations. That is why on Nov. 28 I
asked for "feed-back from the
students."
Hopefully I can speak for each
senator in saying Alfalfa won't be
caught "napping" as in 1981, and the
students will be represented. I wish the
same for The Tiger.
Oran Smith
President, Student Senate

Mopping up
As many members of the university
community are aware, Sirrine Hall
suffered extensive water damage on
Christmas Day. As unfortunate as the
accident was, it was gratifying to
witness firsthand the dedicated and
concerned service of many members of
the university staff. Within hours of
the accident, the technical specialists
in the College of Commerce and
Industry were working to salvage
costly equipment, and more than 40
employees of the Physical Plant were
working to halt the spread of water
and remove the extensive litter.
On behalf of the college, I would like
to express my gratitude to Mr. Ron
Gibson and his staff of technical
specialists and Mr. Walt Stone and his
group from the Physical Plant for their
help on Christmas Day and the
following holidays.
Ryan Amacher, Dean
College of Commerce and Industry
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Help Wanted: volunteers needed to sort
merchandise and hang clothes on hangers
in the Helping Hands Thrift Shop, 101
Main St. in Central. Please come by or call
639-6533.
Phi Kappa Phi senior students are invited to apply for a $4,500 graduate
fellowship. Contact Frank Diaz, Cooper
Library, ext. 3024, for more information.
Application deadline is Feb. 1.
Rev. Austin Park, S.J., a Jesuit missionary stationed at St. Mary's Church of
Greenville, is asking for tax-deductible
donations of used cars, trucks, vans, etc.,
for the poor and unemployed of the area
who need a vehicle to obtain and retain
work. Possible donors please call
1-803-271-8422 to arrange for an assistant
to drive or tow the car. All papers must be
properly signed and notarized at the moment of the exchange.
Volunteers are needed to do art work
with the State 4-H Department, Clemson
University. All necessary supplies will be
provided. For further information call
3420, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
The Anderson Symphony Orchestra
has openings for string players. Transportation is provided. If anyone is interested,
phone Eleanor Hare at 654-4417 after
4:30 p.m. or 3444.
If you are interested in the news and
sports, drop by the WSBF studios on the
eighth floor above the loggia. No experience is necessary.

secutive programs on the art and architecture of the 20th Century. These films will
be held on eight consecutive Tuesday
evenings from 4-5 and 8-9 p.m. in the Lee
Hall auditorium beginning Jan. 17.
The films are sponsored by the Department of History and Visual Studies, College of Architecture, and admission is
free.
Gamma Sigma Sigma service sorority
Open Rush is Jan. 23 and 25 at 7 p.m. at
Calhoun Courts Commons Building. For
more information call Cari at 4590.
Mu Beta Psi National Music Honor
Fraternity will have a meeting Tuesday,
Jan. 24, at 8 p.m. in the Psi room. All
brothers are asked to attend and please be
prompt. Semester dues will be collected at
this meeting.
The Clemson Aero Club will meet again
Monday, Jan. 23, at 7 p.m. in room
103 Sirrine Hall. New members are especially welcome.
The Lutheran Student Movement meets
every Tuesday evening from 7-8 p.m. in
the student lounge at the University
Lutheran Church. The programs focus on
current events and offer an opportunity to
meet other students. All Lutheran and
non-Lutheran students are welcome to
attend.
CLASSIFIEDS
Shelby's Professional Typing Service
offers top quality letters, term papers,
reports, labels, and theses. For more information call Shelby Cobb at 296-3159 or
write: Rt. 6, Box 294, Anderson, S.C. 29624.

The BBC series, "Shock of the New" by
Robert Hughes, is a series of eight con..^MWikAtfAJJykWtfV
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Ann's Professional Typing Service of-
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fers top quality letters, term papers,
reports, labels and theses. For more information call Ann Waldrop at 261-3277 or
write: Rt. 12, Box 324, Anderson, S.C.
29621.
We'll type anything! Ransom notes,
"Dear John" letters, and hate letters.
Resumes, interview forms, essays, and
term papers are also typed. Give two
days' notice. Reasonable prices for quality work. Call the Typing Girls at 8955.
We've got it made! We will professionally clean your home for a sensible price.
References will be furnished upon request.
If interested, call Linn and Jean at 8955.
The thrill and excitement of new
clothing can be yours without the shock
of new clothing prices when you shop at
Kisevalter's Clothing Co. across from
Mr. Knickerbocker's, squeezed between
the Beansprout and Avant Garde. Two
ties for the price of one when you mention
this silly ad.
Need care in my home for two boys. Full
day MWF, afternoons TTH. Transportation required. 646-7930.
Wanted: copies of Pratt's "Fugitive
Poets: for My Students in Southern
Literature." Will pay top dollar. Contact
Dr. Woodell, 811 Strode Tower.
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 457.
Be cool and warm at the same time with
wool scarves, sweaters, coats, and jackets
from Kisevalter's Clothing Co.
Happily married couple desperately

desires to adopt white infant. Loving
home, financially secure. Will pay expenses. Call collect before 8:30 a.m. or
after 7 p.m. 201-238-8654.
Loving, professional Christian couple
married 13 years wishes to adopt infant.
Expenses paid. Call collect: 704-821-6320.
Jean's Juice Bar on College Ave. is open
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-3 p.m., Saturday
11 a.m.-3 p.m. The special this month is a
vegetable plate with rice pilaf, basic cole
slaw, homemade soup, homemade muffins,
and iced tea for $2.75.
Promoting spring break vacations on
your campus. We are seeking aggressive
and eager persons to represent our
Collegiate Travel division. Call
1-914-632-8500 and collect travelsprees.
New credit card! Nobody refused! Also
VISA/MasterCard. Call 1-805-687-6000
ext. C-3405.
PERSONALS
Attention Kappa Deltas: Congratulations carrot girls, Kerri and Sue, for your
new offices. Also, "LYNN MARIE."
Signed, The Vegetarians.
Thanks to the pledge class of 1983, the
Chi Omega sorority had a great party
Tuesday, Jan. 10. It was announced
after the regular Tuesday meeting that
the sisters had one hour to find a date and
prepare themselves for a party at City
Limits that evening. The surprise spontaneous party was an enormous success!
Killa Paul, Hey GQ! You're the only one
who makes me feel like that, and there
goes my face! I love you, Kim.
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Features
Engineering student seeks musical success
By Marcy Posey
features editor

Stan Swartzel begins each day like any
other Clemson student, rising early to
prepare for the dreaded 8:00 class. Like
any other senior electrical engineering
student, he is completing his requirements of technical courses and a senior
project, although 20 hours is more than
the average course load.
But on the nights or afternoons that
the Tigers play basketball, he assumes a
different role. And, as he walks across the
court at Littlejohn, one might mistake his
six-foot-seven-inch frame for that of one
of the players.
His destination, however, is the corner
row of seats set aside for the Pep Band,
where he plays the keyboards. Stan is
also a member of the Clemson University
Jazz Band, devoting as much of his spare
time as he can to his favorite pastimemusic.
Stan loves and plays most types of
music from classical to heavy metal, and
his knowledge of music and various instruments enables him to play—by
ear—almost any song.
A native of Hendersonville, N.C., he
began studying piano in the third grade.
At the time, he thought it was something
to do. As time went on, he said, "My
musical aptitude was above average, so I
stuck with it."
And he began performing immediately.
Aside from the usual recitals that piano
students perform, Stan entertained at assemblies in elementary school. After five
years, he quit formal study, but he continued to experiment and develop his own
improvisational'style, while adding other
instruments to his repertoire.
As a seventh grader, he learned how to
play the clarinet, joining the junior high's
concert band. Then, at West Henderson
High School, he played the xylophone
with the marching band, and he joined
the school jazz band, performing on the

photo by Christopher Goodrich

Stan Swartzel is an engineering student whose knowledge of music and various
instruments allows him to play —by ear-almost any song.
he said. "Then I'm out of it."
electric piano.
From high school to Clemson, he still
Eventually, his talents spread from the
composes—when he finds the time. "I go
piano keys to pen and paper, and by his
through phases where I write a lot of
senior year, he was writing his own music.
music, and I go through phases where I
He left his mark at West Henderson by
composing the.graduation music for his
can't write anything," he said. "When
I'm writing, I get a certain feeling, and it
class and for the following two graduattakes me about 20 to 40 minutes to write
ing classes. In fact, it is on the grand
a song top to bottom, words and music."
piano that sits in the high school's
As a composer, he has his own style of
auditorium that he still returns to play.
music, similar to the piano bar style that
"When I'm in a slump, I play that piano,"

he loves to play. He even put those
stylistic developments to use at one time
as a teacher of improvisation on the
piano.
Most of the music that he writes is
either love songs or ballads, and some of
his pieces are in Hollywood at this moment. He sent his music to The American
Songwriting Festival, an organization
made up of record producers and performers that reviews and evaluates
amateur songwriters. The reviewing process lasts about a year, at which time it
awards prizes ranging from cash to music
contracts.
All of this writing and hard work is,
however, only a hobby, but Stan insists
on making time for his music because, he
said, "it's too big a part of me to let
slide."
But the Pep Band, along with his other
musical endeavors, does require many of
those hours needed for study, especially
now that the band is working on new
music.
According to Stan, the band, specifically the rhythm section, is playing more
of the songs that students like to hear.
"We are trying to get the spectators and
the team fired up to perform their best,"
he said.
So from now on, fans will hear such
popular tunes as Van Halen's "Jump,"
Yes' "Owner of a Lonely Heart," and, of
course, Stan's rendition of "The Peanuts
Theme."
Stan will graduate in May, and he
hopes to find a job related to his major.
He will continue composing and playing—on the side. But, he does hope to
write a top-40 hit or eventually perform
as a career. "I feel like I am a good musician, but by any means, I am not the best
I can be yet," he said. "I'd rather get my
feet on the ground as an engineer before I
go out on a limb."
For now, he does not play at night clubs
or anywhere for huge profits—he plays
only for fun. He will even occasionally
give "concerts" for his friends on one of
the pianos at the Clemson House. "I play
to make people happy," he said. "It
means something to me to see someone
smile and to know that I had something
to do with it."

Engineers make progress in heart research
by Doug Sheorn
staff writer
Coronary heart disease is the
leading cause of death among
American adults. Thanks to the
research and development of a
new method of blood pressure
monitoring discovered by a team
of Clemson engineers, this startling statistic may soon be significantly altered for the better.
One of the leading causes of
complications after open-heart
surgery is infection introduced
into the body from catheters.
Catheters are inserted directly
into both sides of the heart and
constantly monitor blood pressure while artificial pumps take
over the heart's job during, and
sometimes after, surgery. The
longer the catheters are left in
the body, the greater chance for
infection, internal bleeding, or
catheter obstruction.
Only a few research hospitals
are set up to keep patients on
cardiac assist devices during
recovery. Solving such technical
problems as monitoring blood
pressure without catheters could
promote more widespread use of

cardiac assist devices and save
thousands of lives each year.
Dr. Andreas von Recum, head
of the Interdisciplinary Studies
Department, bioengineer Alan
Rosenbaum and mechanical
engineer Richard Figliola
developed a method whereby the
blood pressure is measured in
the tubes of the heart by-pass
machine rather than in the veins
of the patient's body.
"Three years ago," von Recum
said, "we were testing left ventricular assist devices on goats
when we came up with the idea of
a new method of pressure monitoring. We knew that the
leading cause for project termination of research into artifical hearts was infection caused
by the catheters. This research
was being done on calves, the
current animal model for artificial hearts, and we anticipated similarity in humans:"
The process has yet to be
tested on animals, due to lack of
funding, but has proven successful on bench models. When
additional funds are made available, further testing will be done
and the results documented.

For now, though, the process
remains here at Clemson until a
manufacturer decides that there
are enough people in need of it to
make its marketing profitable.
"The next step," von Recum
said, "is to find an interested
company who will fund us to
develop a prototype. The present
market for such a device is very
small. It will be very difficult to
find a company that will see such
a market. The only way industry
makes money is in large production. If they can't see several,
they don't want to make any.
Many good ideas stick around
universities until a market opens
for them."
The university has a special office that promotes the products
of research done here called the
Office of University Research
Marketing. They contact companies that might be interested
in the products and try to get
them off the shelf and into a
useful existence in the real
world.
"We have had contact," von
Recum said, "from companies
who didn't see a market for our
process. This procedure is a

simplification of an existing procedure because it allows a less
risky pressure measurement. So
today it isn't absolutely necessary. Somewhere in the future,
maybe 10 years from now, there
will be many patients receiving
artificial hearts or cardiac assist
devices, and then this procedure
will be a necessity. As far as getting the procedure on the market,,
though, that's really not our
problem. Our job is to discover
new knowledge. It's up to society
to accept it."
Other Successes of the Interdisciplinary Studies Program
Other discoveries made by the
Interdisciplinary Studies Department include bone caps for
children with amputated limbs
and the promotion of ceramic
materials for bone replacement.
"The main work of this department," von Recum said, "is in
the orthopedic field of joint
replacement. For the last 15
years, the faculty has concentrated on development and testing of prosthetic joints and
materials to replace bones."
The cardiovascular field was

something relatively new that
the department tried. Including
six years of work on developmental and testing aspects of artificial hearts in animals that
came to an end due to insufficient facilities and expertise.
Certainly the department's
head can be accused of no lack of
expertise. Dr. von Recum, originally from Germany, is a
graduate of Berlin's Free University and Colorado State University. He is a veterinarian
possessing a PhD in cardiology
and a PhD in experimental
surgery. Von Recum came to
Clemson in 1978 from Waynestate University and Sinai
Hospital, where he was head of a
research group IOI an artificial
heart under Adrian Kantrowitz.
Future research in the department includes new ideas that
may lead to the development of
blood compatible materials for
artificial hearts, lungs, kidneys,
etc. Von Recum feels that a
breakthrough in this field would
be successful both from a scientific and marketing aspect.
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Professor directs
area crisis line
by Dean Zavada
staff writer
Sometimes we as college
students, with our seemingly
endless worries and problems,
often neglect to acknowledge the
heartaches of other people. Obviously, all of us, because of our
imperfect nature, can lead anyone to feelings of anxiety, such as
depression, loneliness, and even
despair.
The Clemson Area Crisis Line,
a service formed two years ago
by the Clemson Area Youth
Council, is just for helping solve
those kinds of problems. One of
the members of the council
board, Dr. Merv White, an associate professor of sociology at
Clemson, is also director of the
Crisis Line.
How gratifying it is, then, to
know that there is help nearby!
By simply telephoning 654-7080,
the Crisis Line number, one can
talk confidentially about his or
her problem.
The reasons for calling range
from physical, substance, spouse
and child abuse to unemployment, medical and study problems, and thoughts or threats of
suicide.
Eighty-eight calls from 59 persons have been received in the
first 18 months of the service.
The average number now is
about two or three calls a week
with an increase during the holiday season. Of the calls received,
approximately 40 percent are
from individuals 25 or younger.
Another large percentage comes
from people 50 or older.

The Tiger Drop-in

Presently, the Crisis Line is
open from 6 p.m. to midnight,
seven days a week. Thirty-five
trained volunteers, including
faculty members, students, and
citizens of the community are
currently staffed.
To prepare volunteers for this
service, Dr. White conducts an
eight-week training session each
semester. The training includes
hearing lectures from visiting
professionals in the field of
counseling, engaging in roleplaying, and observing actual
phone counseling.
The objective of the volunteer
is to help the caller get a handle
on his problem and utilize his
own resources to help himself. If
necessary, callers are referred to
a professional counselor for further help.
"We are still interested in people to volunteer to expand our
daily service," Dr. White said.
"There will be a training session
in two weeks for those
interested," he added.
Dr. White believes the Crisis
Line has been successful, mainly
from the responses from the
callers.
"They usually say 'thank
you,'" Dr. White said, "and express a kind of feeling of understanding."
Although the names of volunteers and the location of the office remain confidential. Dr. White
can be reached at 656-3238 for
more information.
"As a general crisis service for
the community," Dr. White said,
"we are pleased to help serve
people."

The Tiger will holda drop-in on
Monday, Jan. 30 at 8 p.m.
in room 90S of the student union.
Help is needed in all
writing.

JOIN THE TIGER

copy editing, advertising,
and photography.
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

L

NOW OPEN

the ALLEY TAVERN
Behind the Study Hall
100 N. CLEMSON ST.
Happy Hour opening until 7 p.m.
Pitchers $150
250 DRAFT
THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
500 DRAFT 15-oz*

750 COORS

TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

750 MOLSON

MILLER 750
MIDNIGHT MADNESS ALL BOTTLES 750

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

LADIES 250 DRAFT

750 BUD LIGHT

FREE POPCORN
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday

3 until 2
2 until 2
2untiM2
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Egypt: site of 7000 years of civilization
By Mohammed Said
guest writer

This article is the seventh in a series of articles written by foreign students and
sponsored by the International Student
Council.
Egypt is the cradle of civilization, a gift
of the Nile, its bloodstream. In the vicinity
of the river's banks, Egypt possesses a
well preserved archeological wealth,
especially on the southern arm of the
River Delta. Egypt is rightly called the
land of the everlasting sun, the land of
comfort, a romance and history. It is a
unique winter resort as well as an attractive Riviera in the summer and is favored
with a magnificent climate which is
almost particular in its splendor.
Alexandria, Port Said and Marsa
Matrouh are the brides of the Mediterranean and are very lovely summer resorts.
The Nile witnessed the civilization of
ancient and modern Egypt—7000 years of
a deeply rooted civilization.
Pyramids
The Pyramids have their place among
the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World.
There are about 80 pyramids in Egypt;
however, the three that are located at
Giza are the most eminent ones. They are
royal tombs, and their design from the architectural and astronomical points of
view are quite amazing.
The Great Pyramid of Cheops is the
largest one. It is 482 feet high with a base

area of 13 acres and was build for King
Cheops. Representing the world's largest
stone structure with polygonal bases and
triangular sides, it was designed on the
basis of hermetic geometry to measure
the length of a year and to act as a survey
instrument.
The building of the Great Pyramid
lasted roughly 20 years. At the foot of it
lies the Sphinx in eternal silence, with its
head facing East, a huge crouching lion
having human features. It is about 187
feet long and 66 feet high.
Sakkarah is the only remaining city at
Memphis, Egypt's capital city for centuries. It is comprised of pyramids,
tombs, engravings, and art objects dating
from the first to the 30th dynasties. Some
of these objects are preserved together
with Tutankhamen's Golden Mask, the
Golden Throne, and the Golden Coffin in
the Egyptian Museum in Cairo.
Other sites
In Upper Egypt, there are mighty
temples, columns, obelisks and numerous
monuments of the Pharoahs, splendid
samples of architecture, mosaics, and
decorations of picturesque beauty. The
fascination of Egypt, however, is not only
ascribed to the treasures of the pharoahs;
modern Egypt is equally as interesting.
Cairo, Egypt's capital, has roughly onequarter of Egypt's population. With approximately 11 million people, it is one of
the largest cities in the world.
Culture and economy
Egypt is an Arab African country
located in the Middle East. The principal
religion is Islam, and Moslems constitute
about 90 percent of the population.
Arabic, the official language (comprised
of 28 letters), reads from right to left.

file photo

At the foot of the Great Pyramid lies the Sphinx.
Israel, the state of war was irrevocably
The weather of Egypt is mild in the
terminated. Since then, Egypt has begun
spring and the fall, while the average
to regain her place as a leading country in
temperatures range from 15 degrees
Celsius in the winter to 40 degrees Celsius Africa and in the Arab world, pursuing
in the summer. There is no rain in the her role in the international arena.
Egypt pioneered the movement of nonsummer, and only a little rain in the
alignment and adopted the policy of
coastal area.
Egypt's climate favors the growing of positive neutralism and peaceful coexvegetables year-round, such as tomatoes, istence by the late President Nassar in
1955.
potatoes, carrots, watermelons, onions,
After recently adopting the economic
and legumes. Cotton is the most important field crop grown in Egypt, one that open-door policy, Egypt has shifted to
promote the national economy and to
she exports to several countries.
Textile industry is also an important raise the standard of living for all people.
Meanwhile, under the leadership of
resource, and along with the agroPresident
Mubarak, Egypt is seeking to
industrial products, the industry adds to
develop production in all fields and to
the national income.
In addition, tourism and the Suez Canal modernize industry and to mechanize
agriculture. Also, Egypt is trying to enare principal economic resources.
sure the availability of proper work for
every
citizen and to realize a socialist,
Politics
Since Egypt has been involved in bitter cooperative society for the well-being of
wars from 1948 until 1973, her national all people by applying the Five-Year Plan
economy has been severely affected. And, to exploit all possible human and material
after Egypt signed the peace treaty with resources.

GOLDEN CORRAL
FIRST ANNIVERSARY SALE
FRIDAY, JAN. 21-TUESDAY, JAN. 25

All New LP's
All Posters

15% off regular prices
20% off regular prices

All Used LP's

25% off regular prices

TDK SA - 90's - reg. $4.69 now $2.99
Maxell XL - IIS 90's - reg. $6.24 now $3.99
Limit 5 per customer on blank tapes
Lakeview Plaza (next to Winn-Dixie)
654-4041
Open 9:30-8 M-F

10-6 Saturday

Two 6-oz.
Chopped Steaks
Choice of Potato
Texas Toast

$3.99
reg. $2.89 ea.
Expires Jan. 27, 1984

59L»EK\
Family Steak Housed
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"The Heartfixers" rhythm and blues,
Jan. 20, 8 p.m. — $2 cover.
Guitarist extraordinaire "Glenn Phillips,"
Jan. 26 & 27, 9 p.m., $1.
January Special: Free Big Ed with purchase of new
Edgar's T-Shirt! Only $5.

$429 includes 8 days/7 nights at the
Dolphin. Hotel in Nassau, round-trip
airfare from Atlanta College Week
parties and cookouts, plus all taxes
and gratuities. $100 deposit due
Jan. 31. Sign up at the information
desk!

Intramurqls..Tuesdays, 7:30-9 p.m. in
Senate Chambers. FREE!
Announcing the Top Eight in
players:
William Atkinson, Douglas Bone, Bill
Darm, Mike Davis, Terry Fairey, Penny
Huber, Tom Nadeau, David O'Nan
LAHNN and LOFTIN want to Rock You!
Music from "The Beatles," Bruce
Springsteen, "Emerson, Lake, and
Palmer," the "Eagles," James Taylor
and more! Thursday, Jan. 26/8-11 p.m.
in the Palmetto Ballroom. $1.00.

Coming soon . . . All-Campus "Tiger
Bowl" Tournament. All organizations
and departments welcome!

Sign up now for these Short Courses!
Beginning Bartending, Feb. 6; Deadline Jan. 30.
Advanced Clogging, Feb. 6, 13, 20, 27, March 5, 12;
Deadline Jan. 30.
Cross-Country Skiing, Feb. 2, 4; Deadline Jan. 26.
Financial Aid, Jan. 31; Deadline Jan. 24.
Dancer/Choreographer
"Ohad Naharin" will be in residence
Jan. 24-29, with informances
throughout the week and dance
recital Jan. 29, 3 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium. $2.50 admission.
CLEMSOIM

Jewelry Making, Feb. 6, 13, 20; Deadline Jan. 23.
Beginning Judo, Jan. 24, 31; Feb. 7, 14; Deadline
Jan. 23.
Sign Language, Jan. 26, Feb. 2, 9, 16, 23; March 1;
Deadline Jan. 23.

UNIVERSITY
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Entertainment
Album review

Solo album offers a variety of styles

by William Stephens
entertainment editor
Agnetha Faltskog is a
beautiful lady with a beautiful
voice. Unfortunately for the
Abba vocalist, the songs on her
solo album "Wrap Your Arms
Around Me" are limited to one
subject: love. While Agnetha's
vocals are superb, the production
perfect, and the instrumental
work of top quality, by the end of
the album the listener is more
than a little bored with tales of
joy and woe from her love life.
The first song, "The Heat is
On," sets the tone for the rest of
the album. "Got hot pants and
feet, calculated madness sure
feels sweet" sings Agnetha, rolling her "r s" in an effort to sound
tropical (she still sounds like the
sultry Swede she is). The tune
has a reggae feel to it and
features excellent work by

__
, ,,
Kajtek Wojciechowski on both
the saxophone and accordion.
' "Can't Shake Loose" is a little
more encouraging. It has a pleasant rhythm set up mostly by
heavy bass line, and by Lasse
Wellander. But the subject matter remains the same: "I would
go like I did before, but these old
shoes keep walkin' back to your
door ... I can't shake loose."
"Shame" is kind of a cross between mellow pop and new wave.
Each verse_ starts out slowly, with
a good bass and piano line, then
picks up with the sax, and finally
busts loose into a rocking chorus.
It is followed on the album by
"Stay," the album's first really
slow song. Agnetha successfully
blends her singing and her soft
whispering of the word "stay."
The album continues with
"Once Burned, Twice Shy,"
whose title pretty well sums up
what it's about. It features solid

..
, ,
J ti__ J
what's beine
being said, and it's verv
very
guitar and bass, and the
drum
distracting.
work by Per Lindvall is excellent.
"To Love" sounds a good bit
The last song on the first side
is "Mr. Persuasion," but by this like the previous song but has a
time, I couldn't believe she'd stronger piano line, and "I Wish
need much persuading. It's a real Tonight Could Last Forever" is a
rocker, which sounds like a cross bouncy tune that sounds very
between Springsteen's "Tenth much like Abba.
"Man" is the only song on the
Avenue Freeze Out" and a '50's
album
which Agnetha wrote hergirl-group tune. One line in this
self,
and
while it's a good effort,
song seems to sum up Agnetha
it's
just
more evidence of her
when she's in love: "Well I got a
desperate need for love. "After
mind but I put it on vacation."
Side two begins with the title you, what would I do? So man,
track "Wrap Your Arms Around don't ever go, I need you so."
By the time I reached this
Me." This is a slow, sultry tune,
song, I felt so sorry for Ms.
and the first on the album that
Faltskog that I wanted to call
sounds like something from
her up and ask her out. The song
Abba.
suffers because it's so general,
It has good strings in the
and it sounds like Agnetha isn't
background and a very nice, if
particular about who she's with,
subdued, piano line by Peter
as long as she has a man. SpecifyLjung. The tune is hampered by
ing which man would have helped.
an overdubbed cocktail party
"Take Good Care of Your
conversation after the second
Children" is still a song about
verse. You can't understand

B/W

love, but at hleast this time
brotherly love. The song has a
blues feel to it, thanks mainly to
Mats Ronander's harmonica
work and a prominent bass line
by Rutger Gunnarson. The
album is closed by "Stand By
My Side," with excellent organ
and piano backup.
If you don't take Ms. Faltskog's
music as an accurate portrait of
her own feelings, the album is
certainly pleasant to listen to.
But music is naturally going to
reflect on the artist, and
Agnetha's music makes her seem
desperate and love-starved.
Her failure to deal with
anything more important than
her own love life came as a great
disappointment after fellow
Abba member Fi'-'a's far more
intelligent "Sometning's Goin'
On" LP. Still, the album is worth
. buying simply for Ms. Faltskog's
incredible voice, not to mention
the album cover.

Dating can be inexpensive
1.. — ,- » «i sinn n(( s\*r\ «-vno. r\f fhaco noiif r>Hfc f Vt
unless
you can afford one of these new cars that gets
100 miles to the gallon, Anderson and Greenville
will probably take at least a tank of gas round trip.
Besides, walking is good for you.
Finding something to do after dinner that
doesn't cost much can be difficult. Movies, concerts,
and things like that are all frightfully expensive,
and even late movies cost a lot.
Still, there are alternatives. Edgar's and the
Gutter offer films and excellent musicians at very
reasonable prices. The Y-movies and Sunday Free
Flicks also help hold down the cost of relationships.
If none of these sounds appealing, you might go see
a performance by the Clemson Players or someone
from the Concert Series.
Otherwise, take your date on a moonlight walk
around the campus. The amphitheatre is a very
romantic spot with no charge for admission. Of
course, this might best wait for warmer weather.
If worst comes to worst and you still haven't
found something you can afford to do, dig out those
old board games you thought you'd never play
again. Thumb through your old back issues of People or The Wall Street Journal, or even The Tiger
together.
Even the poorest individual can have a reasonable social life around here. You just have to know
what you're doing. Of course, you have to find someone to go out with on your own.

_.

By William Stephens
entertainment editor

Entertaining a date in this day and age can be
very expensive. When taking a date to dinner, you
could rely on fast-food standards like McDonald's,
Wendy's, and others available in Clemson.
Why not keep things cheap and simple and eat
at one of the fine dining establishments on campus?
Combining a wide variety of foods, an exciting atmosphere, and that handy little plastic card (provided your parents or a summer of hard work have
gotten you on the meal plan), both Harcombe and
Schilletter can keep you and your date well fed.
(Keep in mind that while the food is better at Clemson House, you get seconds on salads and tea only.)
As far as going downtown is concerned, if you're
on a budget, don't. If you can't resist, drink water,
and above all, don't play pinball or video games. You
start out saying, "111 play just one," and before you
know it, you've spent $10.
Anotner Key point to keep in mind about dating
in the '80s is: don't drive. Gasoline costs money, and

A

Q
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Player scholarship bound
photo by Rob Biggerstaff

The National Shakespeare Company presented "Hamlet" in
Tillman Auditorium on Tuesday night.

Tragedy presented
by Beth Lyons
staff writer
William Shakespeare's play
"The Tragedy of Prince Hamlet"
is a must for lovers of literature,
philosophy, and sick humor.
Shakespeare combined these
three elements, plus a little
sword play and malice aforethought, to create an enjoyable
intellectual diversion.
The National Shakespeare Company, based in New York City,
staged the play in Tillman
auditorium Tuesday night. The
company did a tremendous job of
interpreting and dramatizing the
work. The performances were as

good, if not better, than the most
recent television production.
The strength of this particular
dramatization lay in its ability to
effectively use the comic relief.
In the N.S.C.'s production, both
of the main comic characters,
Polonius and the Gravedigger,
were played by one man: Skip
Harma.
Harma played Polonius to the
very hilt and got away with
every bit of it. With the
Gravedigger, Harma shone with
comic genius. He was able to
lighten the depressed mood, and
we were able to forget the sorrow
and insanity of the prince for a
few moments.

by Julie Ellington
staff writer
Robin Roberts, who played the
part of Donny in the Clemson
Players' production of "American Buffalo," will compete as an
actor in the play in the American
College Theatre Festival. He will
also be a participant in the Irene
Ryan competition, which is "a
nationwide competition rewarding excellence in acting."
"One person is chosen from
each play that is entered in the
festival within this region," said
Roberts. "There are 12 states
and territories involved in the
competition, and each state picks
a play that is in the American
College Festival. There are about
60 altogether. One actor from
each play is chosen to go to
Tuscaloosa. Everyone does an
audition and from that they pick

12, and from the 12 they pick ten, and you're bringing life to it.
one. The winner gets a scholar- Actors are able to let people see
themselves in the character.
ship for educational theater."
Roberts has been with the They may see people in a difClemson Players since the sum- ferent way, or learn something
mer of 1982. "When I joined the about themselves."
"One thing that a lot of people
players, I had no previous experience at all," he said. Since then, objected to was the language,"
he has acted in "Picnic," "The he said, "because there is a lot of
Rimers of Eldritch," "You're a obscenity in it. But if people
Good Man, Charlie Brown," and leave the play and the only thing
"Dial M for Murder." He also they remember about it is the
has a role in "Measure for language, I think they missed
Measure," which is the Clemson the point of the play."
Roberts thinks that "AmeriPlayers' next production.
Roberts is a senior English ma- can Buffalo" has a good chance
jor from Clemson. "I'll be in the competition. "I can't really
graduating in May, and I've ap- tell about the other plays since
plied to some graduate schools," I'm not familiar with most of
he said. "I would like to get a them," he said. "We're going to
master's degree in either acting be rehearsing this weekend to
or directing. I want to go into work out some of the problems
academic theater and teaching."
that the judges pointed out. I
He is interested in acting think we have as good a chance
because "you're creating a as anybody else."
character that someone has writ-
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Eastwood makes
a sudden impact
presents the issue in a manner as
intelligent as Clint Eastwood is
cool. Whereas in "Death Wish,"
Charles Bronson killed just
Movies arent' very good these about everybody from shopdays. A while back there was av lifters on up, Dectective Callahan
movie with Woody Allen trying only blows away murderers and
to decide whether or not to pick rapists. The punishment fits the
up a 17-year-old.
crime.
The key word for this movie is
But Clint Eastwood's latest
movie "Sudden Impact" not only integrity. Each scene is essential
has action, it deals with some to the development of the plot.
There is no "gore" or gratuitous
ethics of our society.
Question: Wnen is it right to violence as in, say, Al Pacino's
hunt down and shoot six people? "Scarface." We see the events
Answer: When you're Sondra which lead up to Eastwood findLocke, and they're the scum who ing the trail of the "Villainess"
raped and brutalized you and (as one reviewer misnamed Sondra
Locke). We are shown, bit by bit,
your sister.
Yes, "Sudden Impact" came the reasons for the killings. And
out, just in time for Christmas. once all is known, we are treated
Beautiful. Clint Eastwood pro- to the greatest showdown scene
duced. Clint Eastwood directed. in movie history since "High
Noon."
Clint Eastwood starred.
Eastwood as director/producer
Back on , the beat as the
shines
as brightly as Eastwood,
straight-shooting San Francisco
detective "Dirty Harry" star. The only thing you notice
Callahan, Eastwood strides about the camera work is how
through the muck and mire of deftly it is done. After you've
murderers, rapists, bank robbers, seen the movie two or three
and guys who put ketchup on hot times, you begin to hear the
dogs. ("Nobody, but nobody, sound track and can't help but
be impressed by it. Everything in
puts ketchup on hot dogs!")
The theme of "Sudden the movie fits together perfectly.
Impact" is standard "Dirty Damn I like this picture.
Sondra Locke gives perhaps
Harry" fare: Crime must be
punished, and when society fails the most dramatic performance
to enforce its own laws, the vic- of her life. A perennial co-star in
tims must take matters into their Eastwood films, she simply tears
own hands. There have been a apart the role of Jennifer
number of movies written on this Spencer, the strikingly beautiful,
theme, most notably "Death exquisitely cool heroine of "SudWish," but Sudden Impact" dif- den Impact."
See this movie.
fers from them all in that it
by Clem Skorupka
staff writer

file photo

The New York Renaissance Band presented a concert in Tillman Hall auditorium Wednesday
night under the direction of Sally Logemann.

'educational'

by Wendy White
staff writer
Wednesday night's performance by the New York
Renaissance Band in Tillman
Hall auditorium may have been a
pleasant surprise to a good many
students who attended the concert as a class requirement rather
than because they wanted to go.
At least if they were like me,
they were surprised.
I attended the concert expecting an evening of dull classical
music. What I experienced was a
concert that was as fun to watch
as it was to hear.
Directed by Sally Logemann,
the eight members of the band
appeared in colorful costumes of

the Renaissance period and performed what was to me an educational and entertaining concert,
one in which the narration played
as great a role as the music.
Band member Eric Benson narrated the concert with a brief and
humorous description, done
poem-style, of each of the 50 instruments the band played. The
instruments, most of which the
average person has never heard
of because they date from the
Renaissance period, needed some
introduction. Some of their odd
names included the shawm, the
sackbut, the krummhorn, and
the rackett.
The most refreshing aspect of
the band's approach to

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY'S own

Renaissance classical music was
its choice of theme for the program. The band played a series of
short, light folk songs that were
popular during the period and
which exuded the atmosphere of
merry-making that is the band's
trademark. They did not perform
the type of dramatic, heavy
music that most people think of
as classical.
Benson and fellow band
member Paul Shipper sang
beautifully and entertained the
audience with jokes and
humorous antics throughout the
concert. All in all, the band provided an evening of thorough
entertainment in which music
seemed to play only a part.

ARTIST BRUSHES
NOW LARGEST SELECTION IN SOUTH CAROLINA!

ARTIST PAINTS
NOW LARGEST SELECTION IN SOUTH CAROLINA!

103 A COLLEGE AVE

CLIP ME NOW
EXTENDING OUR STRIPES TO YOU
= (Oicarl Carry
= /Mau£j Outs

Professional art sources inform us that in these two areas we are now
definitely the largest art supply store located in South Carolina. For
example, the following is a current listing of those artist paints we carry the
full range of colors in:
• Liquitex Watercolors—Liquitex Oils—Liquitex Acrylics
• Grumbacher Academy Watercolors—Grumbacher Gainsborough
Oils—Grumbacher Hyplar Acrylics—Grumbacher Pretested Oils
• Winsor & Newton Professional Grade Watercolors, Winsor & Newton
Acrylics, Winsor & Newton London Series Watercolors, London Series
Oils, London Series Alkyds (works like a fast-drying oil)
• Shiva Oils, Shiva Acrylics, Shiva Watercolors, Shiva Airbrush Paints,
Shiva Paintsticks® (oil paints in stick form replacing tubes and brushes,
also popular for stencil painting), Shiva Tempera (Poster) Paints
• Permalba (Martin/Weber) Oils, Permalba Acrylics
• Paillard Omnigouache Watercolors (from Paris, France), Paillard Pastells
Duro (student budget paints) Oils, Duro Acrylics
Usual line of artist supplies such as easels from just $1.00 on up to
$225.00, canvas boards, stretched canvas, canvas rolls, stretcher strips,
artist pads of all kinds, painting knives, calligraphy supplies, tole painting
sets, charcoal pencils, colored artist pencils, stencil supplies, etc. Also,
hundreds of art books in stock including tole and stencil.
Art teachers, students, professionals and amateur artists, and those
looking for a fascinating hobby for the coming months, visiting our large art
department is a MUST!! Clemson students—present this ad and receive a
20% discount on all paints and brushes through the end of January. We
are just 7-8 minutes from Clemson.

PIRATES DEN-ARTS & CRAFTS CENTER
Keowee Village Shopping Center - Highway 123
Seneca-Open 9:30-7 Mon. thru Sat., Fri., until 8 p.m.
Phone 882-1180
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Clemson Players compete in theater festival
by Julie Ellington
staff writer
"American Buffalo," Clemson's entry in the American
College Theatre Festival, has advanced in competition to the
regional level, which will be held
in Tuscaloosa, Ala. on Jan. 2428.
"This is really an honor for the
discipline," director Raymond C.
Sawyer, an associate professor of
drama, "especially in view of the
fact that we don't have a drama
department or a drama major at

Clemson.
"This is the second year in a
row we've been invited, an added
distinction when you consider
that we've been competing
against schools with good drama
departments and programs and
holding your owri;" Sawyer said.
Last year, the Players' production
of "Bleacher Bums" was accepted
at the regional level.
Clemson's entry is one of six
productions chosen from over 50
in a region consisting of 10 states
and two territories.
A member of the cast and a

member of the production crew
will also be participating in
separate competitions. Karl
Nolte will be competing with his
scene design, and Robin Roberts
will be participating in the Irene
Ryan competition.
The American College Theatre
Festival is a competition held annually to "recognize and reward
excellence in college theatre,"
Sawyer said.
It is sponsored by the
American Theatre Association,
the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, the U.S. Depart-

ment of Education, and the
Amoco Companies. More than
400 productions of 10,000
students will be competing, and
this is the 16th year for the competition.
The cast of "American
Buffalo" is Michael G. Tierney as
Bobby, Graham Frye as Teach,
and Robin Roberts as Donny.
"All of us involved in the production are very excited," Frye
said. "We're also a little nervous
because we'll be going against
some very good shows. The com-

Regional Notes

. .

petition will be stiff, but we're
looking forward to having a good
time. I think we have as good a
shot as anybody."
There will be a command performance of "American Buffalo"
Monday, Jan. 23, at 8 p.m. in
Daniel auditorium. There will be
a $2 admission fee to help defray
expenses for the trip to
Tuscaloosa.
Because of the extensive use of
profane and obscene language,
audience discretion is recommended.

.

Circus comes to Atlanta, Columbia in February

The circus is coming to Atlanta Feb. 819. The Omni will host the world famous
Ringling Brothers' Circus on these
nights. Tickets are $8.50, $7, and $6. They
are available at all SEATS locations, by
mail order, at the door, and can also be
charged over the phone. Opening night is
Crown Oil night, with all tickets half off
with a coupon from Atlanta area Crown
gasoline stations. Group rates are
available as well, and more information
can be obtained by calling (404) 681-2100.
Carolina Coliseum
If you can't go see the circus in Atlanta,
you can catch it in Columbia. It will be at
Carolina Coliseum Feb. 24, 25, and 26, at
8 p.m. Ticket information and show times
have not been announced.
At the Coliseum this month, country
stars Roy Clark, B.J. Thomas, and Sylvia
will be in concert Jan. 26, at 7:30. Tickets
are $10.50 and $12.50.
Southern rockers .38 Special will play
the Coliseum Jan. 29, at 7:30. Tickets for
this show are $12.50.

Frodo»
* Pira

Van Halen will come to Columbia next
month to support the group's new album
"1984." Tickets for the Feb. 17 show at 8
p.m. are $12.50.
Tickets for the March 16 Alabama concert go on sale Jan. 28. Again, tickets are
$12.50, and the show is at 8 p.m.
To order tickets by mail, send a
cashier's check or money order plus $1
service charge to: The Carolina Coliseum,
P.O. Box 11515, Columbia, S.C. 29211. Be
sure to enclose a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. For more information, call
777-5111.

Alabama will appear at the Coliseum
Feb. 17 and 18, at 8. Some $12.50 reserved
seats in the balcony are still available.

The Warehouse Theatre
The Warehouse Theatre in Greenville
will feature Tennessee Williams' classic
play "A Streetcar Named Desire" Jan. 2628, Feb. 1-4, and Feb. 9-11. Single tickets
are $5 for Wednesday, Thursday, and
Sunday shows, and $5.50 for the Friday
and Saturday performanes. Phone
235-6948 for more information.

Greensboro Coliseum
Van Halen will play the Greensboro Coliseum Feb. 3 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12.50,
and more information can be obtained by
calling (919) 294-2870.

Theatre Spartanburg
Located at 385 S. Spring St. in Spartanburg, the theatre will present Robert
Anderson's "Tea and Sympathy" Feb. 25, and 8-11. Single tickets are $8 for
adults and $5 for students.

Charlotte Coliseum
Some reserved seats are still available
for the Feb. 8 Billy Joel concert. The
tickets are $13.50, and the remaining
seats are located behind the stage.

Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium
The Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium
will feature Irving Berlin's musical "Annie
Get Your Gun" Thursday, Feb. 16. The
performance will feature Helen Cornelius,

as well as Dave Rowland and Sugar.
Tickets are available at the box office on
N. Church Street in Spartanburg, Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Lefont Plaza Theatre
Atlanta's Lefont Plaza will continue its
fine movie series in January and
February. Fredric Forrest plays Dashiell
Hammett in Wim Wenders 1982 movie
"Hammett" from Friday, Jan. 27,
through Thursday, Feb. 2. Show times are
6:15, 8:10, and 10:05, with matinees on
Saturday, Sunday, and Wednesday at
2:25 and 4:20.
Starting Friday, Feb. 3, and running
through Thursday, Feb. 8, the Plaza will
show Claude Jutra's "By Design," which
stars Patty Duke Astin, Sara Botsford,
and Saul Rubinek. It will be shown at
6:30, 8:15, and 10 p.m., with Saturday,
Sunday and Wednesday's matinees at 3
and 4:45 p.m.

FREE DELIVERY
654-3000

rows

SEE OUR SUPERBOWL AD ON PAGE 11
MONDAY NIGHT-PIZZA BUFFET
5:00-8:30 p.m.
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i
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Sports
Lady Tigers top Maryland, enter top fifteen
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
Women's basketball coach Annie
Tribble's Lady Tigers pulled off
one of the biggest upsets of their
season this past week as they
stopped the then-14th-ranked
Maryland Lady Terrapins 70-63
Saturday evening in Littlejohn
Coliseum.
Clemson outlasted Duke 79-73
Tuesday night in a foul-ridden
contest that saw each team commit 20 fouls.

Julie Larson looks for an open teammate during Tuesday
night's Clemson-Duke contest.

Duke
After the Lady Tigers had
disposed of the Lady Blue
Devils, Tribble said she hoped
her team had that kind of game
-in which Clemson had to overcome a three-point halftime
deficit to gain the victory -out of
its system.
"We couldn't get uncorked,"
she said. "I guess it must have
been the win over Maryland, but
we just couldn't get going offensively.
"I thought we were taking bad
shots," she said, "but when I
went into the lockerroom at
halftime I saw that it was the
fouls that had hurt us. We were
just making too many fouls."
Over one five-minute stretch in
the first half, the Lady Tigers
were whistled for eight fouls, all

of which sent Duke players to the
free-throw line.
Those free throws kept Duke in
the game, and if Clemson had not
discovered the strong inside play
of freshman center Julie Larson,
the Lady Tigers could have fallen
too far behind to catch up.
Throughout most of the first
half, Clemson was very successful in getting the ball to Larson,
who connected on all six of her
attempts from the field in the
first half and ended up with 21
total points to lead the Lady
Tigers in scoring.
"I can't say enough about the
play of Larson," Tribble said of
the 6-foot-3-inch Sumter native.
"There was a stretch in there
when she kept us in the game."
Clemson came out in the seconed half and applied full-court
defensive pressure, forcing Duke
to commit nine turnovers and
giving the Lady Tigers the opening they needed to pick up the
victory.
"Our full-court press seems to
be the answer to our dilemmas
most of the time," Tribble said.
"Our defense was our key again."
The victory was Clemson's
fifth in the conference, with the
Lady Tigers' only league loss going to front-runner Virginia.
Maryland
Saturday evening against the

then-13th-ranked Terrapins, the
Lady Tigers were forced to come
back from a four-point deficit
with seven minutes to go in the
game.
Tribble's squad responded to
the pressure by outscoring
Maryland 18-7 over the closing
minutes of the game and dominated both the offensive and
defensive boards, and Clemson
went on to win 70-63.
Peggy Caple scored 14 points
and grabbed 11 rebounds to lead
the Clemson effort, while Sandy
Bishop scored 11 of her 12 total
points in the second half.
Janet Knight pumped in 12
points and Jacqui Jones added 10.

Upcoming games
Saturday morning Clemson
will get a chance to avenge an
earlier loss to the Virginia Lady
Cavaliers in an 11:30 a.m. contest
in Littlejohn Coliseum.
Earlier in the season the Lady
Cavaliers were eight-point victors to give Clemson its first
ACC loss of the season.
The loss to Virginia knocked
the Lady Tigers from first place
in the conference and allowed the
Lady Cavaliers to take sole possession of the conference lead.
Next Monday night, the Lady
Tigers will play host to the Lady
Panthers from Pittsburgh at
7:30 p.m.

Tiger swimmers outstroke
Virginia Cavaliers for
Parent's Day victories
by Cheryl Albert
staff writer
. Both the men's and women's
swim teams stroked smoothly to
conference victories over
Virginia this past Saturday. The
Lady Tigers outscored Virginia's
women's team 72-41, and the
Clemson men's team won 73-40
over the Cavaliers.
"It was a very good meet for
our swimmers," assistant swim
coach Wayne Norris said. "It
was our Parent's Day, and our
kids were eager to perform well
for their audience.
"It was good to see the teams
do so well," he said. "Our swimmers were extremely tired, so we
were anxious about how they
would perform."
Over the weekend prior to the
dual meet with Virginia, approximately
of the Clemson
swim team participated in the
four-day-long International Meet
in Austin, Texas. The team arrived
back in Clemson Monday afternoon, and on Tuesday the men
met Georgia. Wednesday evening, the women faced the Lady
Bulldogs from Georgia.
"We didn't know how the kids
would respond to the seemingly
endless string of meets," Norris
said, "but the team pulled it all

together and was outstanding."
Against Virginia, the Tigers
experienced little difficulty en
route to two conference wins.
"We really expected Virginia
to be much better," women's
team captain Robin Zubeck said.
"We didn't swim particularly
well against Georgia earlier in
the week, but we just pulled it all
together for Virginia."
Both the men's and women's
teams opened the meet by winning the 200-yard medley relay.
"We expected our men to win,"
Norris said, "But we thought it
would be a close race in the
women's competition."
Clemson's men did as expected
and won by a wide margin. The
Lady Cavalier's relay team was
disqualified, and the Lady Tigers
glided to their best time of the
season, 1:49.32.
The second event of the swim
meet was also dominated by
Clemson swimmers. In the 1000 m
freestyle, Linda Rutter and Moll
Keeny raced to first and third
places, respectively, while Scott
Newkirk and Chip McElhatten
stroked to first and second places;
respectively.
Rutter and Keeny came back in
the very next event to take first
and second places in the 200M
freestyle. Jeff Stachelek, Allen

Thomas, and Jeff Poland swept
the men's division.
According to Norris, the third
event, the 200 m freestyle, was
the key to the swim meet. "We
had already built up a substantial lead," he said, "but if
Virginia had been able to win this
event, the deficit would have
been closed to within an attainable margin.
"After both the men and
women had won this event," he
said, "we were on a roll, and
Virginia just seemed to give up."
Virginia didn't win an event in
the men's meet until the diving
events. Out of 13 events, the
Cavaliers won only four.
"That's really not indicative of
our men's talent," Norris said.
"In the last three events, we
decided to swim three of our
guys unofficially so that we
wouldn't run up the score."
In the women's meet, Virginia's
team won only two of the 13
events.
Clemson's next meet will be
Saturday against the Tar Heels
from North Carolina. The Tigers
will swim their last home meet of
the season against Duke next
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the McHugh
natatorium in Fike recreation
center.

Head swim coach Bob Boettner gives instructions at a recent
swim practice.
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Tiger cagers stop Wreck, fall to Terps
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
The Clemson basketball team
picked up a couple of key conference victories last week with
hot outside shooting and strong
defense, but the Tigers went cold
Tuesday evening in Cole Field
House against the Maryland Terrapins and fell 72-85 in their first
conference setback of the season.
Last Monday evening the
Tigers defeated NC State—last
year's NCAA champions—63-61
in Littlejohn Coliseum. Wednesday night the Tigers earned their
second ACC victory of the season
with a 79-69 win over the Yellow
Jackets from Georgia Tech.
The Tigers defeated Baptist
71-59 Saturday night in Littlejohn Coliseum.
Maryland
Against Maryland, Clemson
discovered that the Terrapins'
dynamic duo of guard Adrian
Branch and center Ben Coleman
was a force to be reckoned with,
as Branch scored 22 points from
the outside and Coleman added
21 points from the inside.
"They were a lot more physical
than we were; the officials let
them play, and the way things
were going, I think we were lucky
to be down just by seven at the
half," Clemson coach Bill Foster
said after the game.
"There's not much you can do
with [Branch and Coleman],"
Foster said. "They're going to

score. And Coleman killed us on
the inside."
The Terrapins opened up the
game by running up a 16-7 lead,
which at times expanded to as
many as 16 points, and Clemson
was never able to make a serious
run.
"Coming in I knew we'd have
to be patient and take good
shots, and we didn't do either,"
Foster said. "Sometimes we'd
come down and put it up on the
first possession; whenever we
passed the ball four or five times
and looked for a good shot, we got
it.
"Maryland's a good team, and
they played great tonight," he
said. "I couldn't believe some of
the things they did."
The loss to the seventh-ranked
Terrapins dropped the Tigers'
record to 11-3 overall and 1-2 in
league play.
Baptist
Saturday evening the Tigers
were out-hustled by Baptist College, but the superior size and
talent of Clemson's team enabled
it to come away with a 71-59 victory.
The Tigers led 39-31 at the end
of the first half, and although
they had several chances to blow
out the out-classed Buccaneers,
lackluster outside shooting by
Clemson kept Baptist in the
game.
Center Murray Jarman led the
Tigers with 14 points. Marc
Campbell scored 12 points, and

Anthony Jenkins chipped in 11
to round out Clemson players in
double figures.
Freshman center Horace Grant
pulled down eight rebounds to
lead Clemson in rebounding.
Georgia Tech
The Tigers were coming down
from an emotional, two-point
defeat of the defending national
champion NC State Wolfpack.
Georgia Tech was a team of
strong inside men and intelligent, seasoned guards.
Clemson was primed for a
defeat, but the Tigers turned
numerous Yellow Jacket turnovers into a 79-69 victory, improved their record to 11-2
overall, and more importantly,
remained unbeaten in the ACC.
The Tigers forged a 37-29 halftime lead behind the hot shooting
hands of sophomore guard Chris
Michael, who scored 20 points
against the Yellow Jackets.
But in the second half, Clemson's shooting fell off, and Tech
began to come back. Then the
Yellow Jackets were hit by the
turnover bug, and Jarman began
to take Tech's Yvonne Joseph
out of the inside game, sending
the Tigers on to the 10-point victory.
Jarman led the Tigers in scoring with 23 points. Michael's 20
points and Vincent Hamilton's
12 completed Clemson's players
who scored in double figures.
Clemson will face Terry
Holland's Virginia Cavaliers this

Vincent Hamilton deals from the Tigers' flex offense during
last week's Clemson-Ga. Tech tilt.
Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. in a rematch with the Ramblin'
Littlejohn Coliseum in a regionally Wreck from Georgia Tech. Clemson's contest with Georgia Tech
televised contest.
Next Thursday evening Clem- will also be regionally televised.
son will travel to Atlanta, Ga. for
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Grapplers lose two, pin SIU
par.

Taylor won in the 134-lb. class.
Joey McKenna defeated his
State opponent in the 142-lb.
class, and Mark Litts won at
167 lbs.
Also, Doug Gregory tied in the
158-lb. class.

by Alan Cannon
sports editor
The wrestling team fell victim
to what assistant coach Art
Donahoe called "a couple of poor
individual performances" last
week, and the result was two
losses and a "less than 100 percent" win.
Tuesday evening the NC State
Wolfpack picked up a 23- 20 decision over the Tigers. Clemson's
woes continued against the
Cougars from SIU-Edwardsville
with a 9-33 loss Friday night,
but the Tigers rebounded Saturday with a 20-18 decision over
Tennessee-Chattanooga.

"We rebounded against
Tennessee-Chattanooga," he
said, "but we didn't rebound well
enough. We were less than 100
percent mentally, and that's
what bothered me."
John Riva defeated his opponent in the 126-lb. class, and
Taylor won at 134 lbs.
In the 158-lb. class Doug
Gregory walked away with a victory. Litts won at 167 lbs., and
heavyweight Brian Raber won
his match.

SIU-Edwardsville
Against SIU-E, Clemson turned
in what head coach Eddie Griffin
said was its "worst performance
of the year" en route to a 9-33
whitewashing at the hands of the
Cougars.
"They were a pretty tough
team," Donahoe said, "but we had
a lot of people go bad on us. We
made a lot of mental errors, and
that's what cost us the match."
Only two Clemson wrestlersMcKenna at 142 lbs. and Litts at
167 lbs.-won their matches.

NC State
Donahoe said the Tigers
"should have beaten NC State,"
but he added that the team was
hurt by "a couple of individuals
who didn't come through for us,
and that could have been the difference."
Kirk Hoffman won his match
in the 118-lb. class, and Jody

Upcoming matches
The Tigers will next compete in
the Tiger Duals to be held in Fike
Recreation Center this weekend.
The invitational meet will feature
eight collegiate teams from the
southeast.
The tournament will include
The Citadel, SC State, WinstonSalem State, Carson-Newman,
Chattanooga, and George Mason.
Matches will begin Saturday at
10 a.m., 11 a.m., and 1, 2:30, and
4 p.m.

Tennesse,e-Chattanooga
The Tigers rebounded Saturday with a 20-18 victory over
Tennessee-Chattanooga, but
Donahoe said he felt his team
was still not performing up to
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Ladynetter dedicates play to her father
she said. "I was also impressed
by coach Annie Tribble and
coach Jimmy Howell because
Imagine being the only girl they seemed to be interested in
among nine men on a basketball me as a person and not just a
court—that is how Lady Tiger basketball player."
Janet's move from a small high
Janet Knight began basketball.
Her family was not sports- school to Clemson was a tough
oriented, so Janet began playing transition. "The competition in
on her own in her back yard in high school was nothing like colAlbany, Ga. "My brother got a lege. I had to learn to play a new
basketball goal for Christmas, position (from center to wing), I
and I always got out there by had to learn to shoot from the
myself," she said. "After awhile, outside, and I had to learn to be a
I got out there with my brother better passer and ball handler."
But Tribble helped Janet make
and the neighborhood boys and
the transition more comfortably.
proved that I could play."
Throughout those early years, "I played more than I expected
Janet was almost the epitome of to," she said. "Coach Tribble had
a tomboy. "I was always playing more confidence in me than I had
with Hot Wheels and race tracks," in myself."
That first year, however, ended
she said. "And I always wore tensuccessfully for Janet. She was
nis shoes and boy's pants."
It was then that Janet joined one of the top rookies of the year
the four-man, one-lady church- in the ACC, leading all other
league basketball team. How- freshmen with the 10th highest
ever, once she was in junior high, field-goal percentage and the
she was able to join a girl's team. fourth highest free-throw perJanet continued to play as center centage. She won the Hustle
throughout her years at Riverview Award, Rookie of the Year, and
Academy, where she also partici- had the second highest freethrow percentage in Clemson's
pated in softball and track.
Her back-yard practice seemed history, ending the season at 83
to pay off, for she was most percent.
It was an impressive year for a
valuable player for four years in
basketball, best defensive player freshman, but Janet sees herself
for two years in softball, had the only as a small part of the whole
highest batting average, and . . . team. "There are times when I
think I've got it together and
the list goes on.
Florida, FSU, Georgia, and times when I get down on myself
Valdosta State all competed for and think I could do better. But I
Janet's basketball talents, but hang in there and keep fighting.
she says Clemson offered much If I get myself down, there is no
more. "I was impressed with way I could get back up. I try to
academics as well as athletics," do my best in the team concept.
by Marcy Posey
features editor

I'm happy helping the team to be
a winner."
This year is no different, and
although it is only Janet's second
year, she plays with experience.
She scored a career-high 29
points against UNC-Charlotte
and she is second on the squad
with a 16.2 points-per-game
average.
So far this year, the Lady
Tigers are ranked nationally, and
Janet believes that the team will
go even further. "We're having a
super year as a team. Last year
we were so young and inexperienced," she said. "This year we
started with something to prove
and we've done it. If we keep
playing as a team, we should be
up there at the top."
Perhaps her individual success
is a result of her pre-game
preparation. "I he down for
awhile and think about the team
we're playing and the players.
And about an hour before the
game, I eat a Snickers bar," she
said. "I also read the Bible. I
think the talent I have I got from
the Lord, and I try to give him
the glory for it."
Off the court, her seriousness
about academics as well as basketball is evident in the fact that
she has higher than a 3.0 gpr and
includes both in her future plans.
"I'd like to become a graduate
assistant before I leave," she
said, "and someday I want to be
a science teacher and a coach."
For the remainder of this year,
however, Janet only wants to
■maintain her outstanding free- throw and field-goal percentages.

Janet Kight
"I would like to be 55 percent
from the field and 85 percent
from the free-throw line," she
said.
These goals, however, are not
just for personal satisfaction, but

The official yearbook of Clemson University

DROP-IN
Monday, Jan. 23, at 8 p.m.
Talk with present TAPS members and become a
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for her father—who died just
before Christmas. "I've dedicated the rest of the season to my
daddy," she said. "I want to do
my best for him."
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Scoreboard

Rookie wins classic
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
Freshman tennis player
Lawson Duncan turned in what
coach Chuck Kriese called "an
outstanding performance" to win
the men's individual title in the
Marriott Tennis Classic in Palm
Springs, Cal. last weekend.
Duncan defeated three of the
nation's top collegiate tennis
players—UCLA's Dan Klaparda,
Stanford's Dan Goldy, and Pepperdine's Kelly Jones—throughout the course of the tournament
to capture the title.
"Duncan just did an outstanding job," Kriese said. "He really
rose to the occasion."
In the first round of the tournament, Duncan defeated UCLA's
Klaparda 7-6, 6-4 to move into
the second round of the top flight
of singles play.
Next on the list was Stanford's
Goldy, whom Duncan outlasted
6-2, 1-6, 6-4 to advance to the
tournament finals.
"I was very pleased with DunI
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can's play over the course of the
tournament," Kriese said. "He's
capable of playing that well all
the time."
Kriese said his team—which
finished sixth, ahead of CalBerkeley and Trinity—would
have been able to break into the
top three, but that the Tigers'
slow start hurt their chances.
On the tournament's opening
day, the Tigers won only one of
nine matches they played in.
But in the second round, the
Tigers lost only two matches out
of nine. In the tournament's final
round, Clemson won three of nine
matches.
After the Palm Springs tournament, some of the members of
the team competed in the
Milwaukee Invitational, but
Kriese said the Tigers "really
stunk it up.
"We didn't win a match up
there, and that's not characteristic of Clemson's tennis team,"
Kriese said. "I didn't have the
team ready to play.

Harvey 0-1 0-0 0. TOTALS 29-65 11-17 69.

Men' s Basketball
ACC Standings
Conference
Pet.
W L
1.000
4 0
N. Carolina
.750
3 1
Maryland
.667
2
1
Ga. Tech
667
2
1
Clemson
.333
1
2
Virginia
.333
1
2
W. Forest
.333
1
2
Duke
.000
0 5
NC State

All Games
W
L
13
0
12
2
11
2
11
3
11
2
12
2
14
3
10
7

Clemson (79)-Michael 10-16 0-0 20. Grant 2-4
1-2 5. Jarman 8-10 7-9 23. Hamilton 5-10 2-3
12. Eppley 0-0 2-2 2. Campbell 3-4 2-2 8. McCants 0-0 0-0 0. Bvnum 0-0 1-21, Jenkins 4-6
■0-0 8 TOTALS 32-52 15-20 79.

.

Halftime-Clemsori 37. Ga. Tech 29. Fouled
out-Grant. Rebounds—Ga. Tech 26 (Joseph 61.
Clemson 36 (Campbell 7, Hamilton 7).
Assists-Ga. Tech 16 IPrice 5), Clemson 25
(Campbell 81. Total Fouls-Ga. Tech 19, Clemson 18. Technicals—none. Att.-9000.
Clemson 71, Baptist 59
Baptist (59)-Hinson 5-10 0-0 10. Lara 7-13
0-1 14. Wagoner 0-1 0-0 0. Woods 7-15 2-2 16.
Beasley 4-7 0-0 8, Oliver 3-4 0-0 6. Chisolm
1 -1 0-0 2, Young 0-0 0-0 0. Williams 0-0 0-0 0.
Slawson 1-1 1-1 3. TOTALS 28-52 3-4 59.

Sunday's Game
Georgia Tech 56. NC STate 47
Monday's Game
Georgia Tech 75, Augusta 57
Tuesday's Games
Wake Forest 97, Duke 66
Maryland 85, Clemson 72
Wednesday's Games
North Carolina 69, Virginia 66
NC State 81, UNC-Wilmington 53
Thursday's Game
Woflord at Georgia Tech
Saturday's Games
Virginia at Clemson (TV)
Wake Forest at NC State (TV)
North Carolina at Duke
Maryland at Old Dominion
Monday's Game
Virginia at Georgia Tech (TV)
Wednesday's Game
Wake Forest at North Carolina (TV)

Clemson (711-Michael 2-6 0-0 4, Grant 4-5
0-0 8, Jarman-5-8 4-6 14, Hamilton 4-8 0-0
8,Eppley 4-7 0-0 8. Campbell 6-11 0-0 12,
McCants 1-1 0-0 2, Jones 1-5 2-2 4, Bynum
0-1 0-0 O.Jenkins 5-11 1-3 11. TOTALS 32-63
7-11 71.
Hafltime-Clemson 39. Baptist 31. Fouled
out-none. Rebounds-Baptist 27 IWoods 8),
Clemson 37 (Grant 8. Jarman 81. Assists^-Baptist 12 (Hinson 4). Clemson 15 (Grant 51. Total
fouls-Baptist 14, Clemson 7. Technicalsnone. Att-6502.

Clemson 79. Ga. Tech 69
Ga. Tech (69)-Salley 3-9 5-9 11, Petway 6-7
0 12. Joseph 5-12 2-2 12. Price 8-20 0-0 16.
Dalrymple 4-13 4-6 12. Byrd 3-3 0-0 6.

Maryland 85, Clemson 72
Clemson (72)—Michael 3-9 0-0 6, Grant 5-10
2-2 12, Jarman 7-9 0-0 14, Eppley 1-4 0-0 2.
Hamilton 2-8 1-2 5, Campbell 6-13 2-3 14,
Jones 2-5 1-2 5, Jenkins 7-11 0-0 14,
McCants 0-1 0-0 0. TOTALS 33-70 6-9 72.

Maryland (85)-Bias 6-9 3-4, Veal 4-7 0-0 8.
Coleman 8-11 5-7 21, Adkins 4-8 0-1 8.
Branch 8-16 6-8 22, Gatlin 1-4 3-4 5.
Fothergill 0-2 0-0 0, Baxter 0-3 0-0 0, Long
1-2 2-4 4. Driesell 0-2 0-0 0, Rivers 0-0 2-2 2,
Holbert 0-0 0-0 0. TOTALS 32-59 21-30 85.
Halftime-Maryland 38. Clemson 31. Rebounds-Clemson 35 (Grant 81. Maryland 37
(Coleman 181. Assists-Clemson 23 IHamilton
6. Campbell 61. Maryland 25 (Branch 5, Gatlin
5|. Technical fouls-Clemson bench. Total
fouls-Clemson 22. Maryland 15. Att.-13.050.

Women's Basketball
Clemson 70, Maryland 63
Maryland I63)-Pearman 7-12 3-3 17, Faison
0-3 0-0 0, Pocekovic 0-0 0-0 0, Richardson
9-16 1-2 19. Silverbertl-2 2-2 4. Wood 3-11
2-2 8. Miles 1-4 1-2 3. Beasley 4-8 4-8 12.
TOTALS 25-56 13-19 63.
Clemson I70)-Knight 4-10 4-4 12, Jones 4-13
2-2, Caple 7-14 0-1 14, Marshall 4-10 0-2 8,
Hall 2-4 L-2 5, Williams 0-0 0-0 0. Bishop 5-9
2-5 12, Fehling 1-3 0-0 2. Larson 2-4 3-3 7.
TOTALS 29-68 12-19 70.
Halftimc-Clemson 38. Maryland 36, Fouled
out— Pocekivic. Rebounds—Maryland 39
(Beasley 12), Clemson 40 (Bishop 12).
Assists-Maryland 13 (Silverberg 4), Clemson
12 (Fehling 41. Technicals—none. Total
fouls-Marvland 18. Clemson 20. AU.-1263.

II

CLEMSON OFFICE
PRODUCTS, INC.

it's coming

Balloon bouquets for all occasions
-delivered in costume
-10% discount with student I.D.
Remember someone special
for Valentine's Day

YOUR OFF-CAMPUS WAY
TO SAVE MONEY
A COMPLETE SELECTION
OF STAEDTLER/MARS
DRAFTING PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK
PARALLEL BARS & DRAWING COVERS

The Tiger
Drop-in

10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
VICTORIA SQUARE • 654-6396

DOES YOUR LAST YEAR'S BATHING
SUIT FIT YOU LIKE THIS?
Monday,
Jan. 30

If so, call

8 p.m.

CLEMSON NAUTILUS
654-3066

room 906
above

or
■ of Clemson

AEROBEX
654-3178

the union
watch for
further details

j
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Track team prepares
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
High jumpers Shelton Boyer
and Victor Smalls highlighted
the Clemson track team's performance in the Tennessee All
Comers Meet Saturday by nabbing first and second place,
respectively.
Both cleared seven feet, one and
one-fourth inches, but Boyer was
awarded first place because of
fewer misses over the course of
the competition.
Track coach Stan Narewski
took 18 athletes—mostly sprints and field events competitors—to the Knoxville, Tenn.
event to prepare for next week's
East Tennessee State Invitational.
"We didn't take any distance
runners with us because we
wanted to try to let our sprinters
and field events people get thenfeet wet before next week,"
Narewski said. "Our sprinters
and hurdlers have a lot to do to
be competitive up there."
In addition to Boyer's and

J

Smalls' successes, several other
Tigers finished high in their
respective events.
Jeff Jones placed second in the
long jump with a 23-foot-6-inch
effort, and George "Honey"
Chiles placed fourth in the
60-yard dash with a time of 6.3
seconds.
The Clemson mile-relay team
of Chiles, Bobby Watts, Kerwin
Johnson, and Randy Murchison
finished six-tenths of a second
behind the Tennessee team to
pick up second place in that
event.
Narewski said that freshman
decathlete Eric Olsen did "very
well" in the events he partici
pated in. Olsen ran the hurdles in
7.9 seconds and threw the shot
47 feet.
"[Olsen's shot put performance] is very good for a guy who
weighs only 195 pounds,"
Narewski said. "For a guy who's
a freshman, and who's been
throwing a 12-pound shot before,
to throw the 14-pounder 47 feet
is very good."
\

Seven seniors drafted
photo by Richard Baldwin

An unidentified Clemson diver soars during the Tigers' Saturday victory over the Cavaliers from
Virginia. Clemson outstroked the Wahoos in both the men's and women's competition.
■Ateaflftl

**

The United States Football
League recently drafted seven
senior football players from
Clemson, drawing those players
into the USFL's ongoing talent
war with the National Football
league and forcing them to
choose between taking the first
available offer to play professional football or waiting for the
NFL's May draft and risk not be-

ing selected.
The Washington Federals—the
USFL franchise with regional
negotiating rights to Clemson
football players—drafted defensive linemen James Robinson,
Jim Scott, and William Devane,
defensive end Edgar Pickett, cornerback Rod McSwain, fullback
Kevin Mack, and offensive guard
James Farr.
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PERSONALIZE YOUR TALE!

MEOW, ROAR etc
F^rt of being a Tiger is tracing your tale!
Lucky for us, the tale has been told, but the
story is not complete without you!
Claim your Tiger heritage... ensconce your
name on this regal parchment scroll and it's
yours for all posterity!
ORDER NOW!
Introducing the cleverest novelty item to "tickle a tiger"! Show your "pride
in your Alma Mater. This 11" X 17" quality crafted personalized parchment
tale is hand scrolled and is secured with a royal purple ribbon. The tale is
told in stylized lettering reproductions personalized with your name.
Order one now...only £ 10.00 each.
Send your order to:

NONAMI
P.O. Box 35601
Charlotte. NC 28235

.scrolls. Name(s) to be personalized in the body of
Send me_
body of the tale:
($10.00 each)
Enclosed is my check or money order for:_
Ship to:

January 19, 1984
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Trailing the Tiger
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with
a
difference
Tiger basketball - cliche

u.,
of seesee- Jones
Jones sprains
sprains his
his knee,
knee and
and
W„„ nWsure
had A
the.*,
dubious
pleasure of
freshman Horace Grant steps in
ing yet another "Dr. Jeckyll/ only to become an instant hero
Mr. Hyde" transition for the when he sinks two crucial free
Clemson basketball team.
throws to propel the Tigers to a
It's interesting to sit back and victory over the defending naBy Alan Cannon take note of all the differences tional champions.
between last year's 11-20 season
Things Change.
and the 11-3 mark the Tigers
Last year the Tigers were still
have built up thus far this year
looking for a hero, the kind of
Cliches.
.
If you think back really hard, player they would look to with
The sporting world is tilled
you'll remember that about this the clock running out and the
with them.
time last year Foster was under
One can hardly open the pages fire for his continual shuffling of game on the line.
These days Michael is Clemof a newspaper's sports section
the Tigers' starting lineup.
son's clutch player. He's turned
without reading about "charity
It seemed almost as if before
tosses," "trips to the free-throw every game Foster would throw into an instant threat from
line," and teams "getting un- all the names of his players into a almost anywhere on the court.
He's been like a machine with his
corked."
Basketball commentators on hat, and the first five he drew patented jump shot these past
would form the starting hneup few weeks, banking the ball in
television love to talk about
for that evening's contest.
from seemingly impossible angles.
passive guards who do "things
Things change.
And djon't forget Jarman.
that don't show up in the box
So far this year-except when
Clemson's
answer to the pogo
score
he hasn't had to face too many inPerhaps one of the most under- juries-Foster has stuck with a stick has turned into a solid inside man with an eye for defenused cliches is the old "Dr.
pretty rigid starting hneup.
sive position and a soft hook that
Jeckyll/Mr. Hyde" routine
He opened the season with
There are plenty of teams out
David Shaffer at point guard, just refuses to stay out of the
there in basketball land which
Vincent Hamilton at the big basket.
If only Foster and the team
can play even with the best in the
guard, Chris Michael at the wing, weren't always faced with incountry one night and look like a
bunch of playground amateurs and Raymond Jones and Murray juries to important players. Last
Jarman at either center or foryear, Clemson was struggling
the next.
.
The Clemson basketball pro- ward.
without the services of HamiltonFoster has stuck with that
gram might just be one out of bunch for the most part this who was forced out of action early
that mold. Mind you, I'm not season. He stuck with it, that is, on last year with a broken wrist.
The year before last, the Tigers
talking about this year's team,
until injuries sent his starters to
sorely missed the defensive serspecifically, but over the years
I've learned that about the only the bench and made some stars vices of Jones-who sprained his
out of some guys who weren't
thing you can count on from Bui supposed to be star material so ankle early in the season.
And this year is not without its
Foster's teams is that they'll lose
to both Maryland and North early in their careers.
share of injuries for the Clemson
Shaffer fractured his foot, and
bunch. Jones has been benched
Carolina on the road.
Mike
Eppley steps in and smoothly
Over the past season-and-a
with his knee injury, and Shafer is
directs the Clemson attack.
half Tiger basketball fans have
^

photo by Rob Biggerstatf

Basketball coach Bill Foster has been dealing with crucial injuries for several years.
still in a cast. Eppley has been
hampered by back spasms over
the past two weeks.
And week by week Foster must

make adjustments in his hneup
to make allowances for players
recovering from injuries.
Some things never change.
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SANDWICHES & SALADS

WARNING: THE SUBWAY GENERAL HAS DETERMINED
THAT STYRO FOOD MAY BE HAZARDOUS TO YOUR HEALTH

